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Abstract
In this paper we shall prove that the Z-subalgebra generated by the
divided powers of the Drinfeld generators x±r (r ∈ Z) of the Kac-
Moody algebra of type A
(2)
2 is an integral form (strictly smaller than
Mitzman’s, see [Mi]) of the enveloping algebra, we shall exhibit a basis
generalizing the one provided in [G] for the untwisted affine Kac-Moody
algebras and we shall determine explicitly the commutation relations.
Moreover we prove that both in the untwisted and in the twisted case
the positive (respectively negative) imaginary part of the integral form
is an algebra of polynomials over Z.
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§0 Introduction
Recall that the twisted affine Kac-Moody algebra of type A
(2)
2 is sˆl3
χ
, the χ-invariant
subalgebra of sˆl3 where χ is the non trivial Dynkin diagram automorphism of A2
(see [K]) and denote by U˜ its enveloping algebra U(sˆl3
χ
).
The aim of this paper is to give a basis over Z of the Z-subalgebra of U˜ generated
by the divided powers of the Drinfeld generators x±r ’s (r ∈ Z) (see definitions 5.1
and 5.11), thus proving that this Z-subalgebra is an integral form of U˜.
The integral forms for finite dimensional semisimple Lie algebras were first intro-
duced by Chevalley in [Ch] for the study of the Chevalley groups and of their
representation theory.
The construction of the “divided power”-Z-form for the simple finite dimensional
Lie algebras is due to Kostant (see [Ko]) ; it has been generalized to the untwisted
affine Kac-Moody algebras by Garland in [G] as we shall quickly recall.
Given a simple Lie algebra g0 and the corresponding untwisted affine Kac-Moody
algebra g = g0 ⊗ C[t, t−1]⊕ Cc provided with an (ordered) Chevalley basis, the Z-
subalgebra UZ of U = U(g) generated by the divided powers of the real root vectors
is an integral form of U; a Z-basis of this integral form (hence its Z-module struc-
ture) can be described by decomposing UZ as tensor product of its Z-subalgebras
relative respectively to the real root vectors (Ure,+Z and U
re,−
Z ), to the imaginary
root vectors (Uim,+Z and U
im,−
Z ) and to the Cartan subalgebra (U
h
Z):
U
re,+
Z has a basis B
re,+ consisting of the (finite) ordered products of divided
powers of the distinct positive real root vectors and (Ure,−Z , B
re,−) can be described
in the same way:
Bre,± = {x(kβ1 )±β1 · ... · x
(kβN )
±βN
|N ≥ 0, β1 > ... > βN > 0 real roots, kβj > 0 ∀j}.
Here a real root β of g is said to be positive if there exists a positive root α of g0
such that β = α or β−α is imaginary; xβ is the Chevalley generator corresponding
to the real root β.
A basis Bh of UhZ, which is commutative, consists of the products of the “bino-
mials” of the (Chevalley) generators hi (i ∈ I) of the Cartan subalgebra of g:
Bh =
{∏
i
(
hi
ki
)∣∣∣ki ≥ 0 ∀i
}
;
it is worth remarking that UhZ is not an algebra of polynomials.
U
im,+
Z (and its symmetric U
im,−
Z ) is commutative, too; as Z-module it is iso-
morphic to the tensor product of the Uim,+i,Z ’s (each factor corresponding to the i
th
copy of U(sˆl2) inside U), so that it is enough to describe it in the rank 1 case: the
basis Bim,+ of Uim,+Z (sˆl2) provided by Garland can be described as a set of finite
2
products of the elements Λk(ξ(m)) (r ∈ N, m > 0), where the Λk(ξ(m))’s are the
elements of Uim,+ = C[hr(= h⊗ tr)|r > 0] defined recursively (for all m 6= 0) by
Λ−1(ξ(m)) = 1, kΛk−1(ξ(m)) =
∑
r≥0,s>0
r+s=k
Λr−1(ξ(m))hms :
Bim,+ =
{∏
m>0
Λkm−1(ξ(m))|km ≥ 0 ∀m, #{m > 0|km 6= 0} <∞
}
;
It is not clear from this description that Uim,+Z and U
im,−
Z are algebras of polyno-
mials.
Thanks to the isomorphism of Z-modules
UZ
∼= Ure,−Z ⊗Z Uim,−Z ⊗Z UhZ ⊗Z Uim,+Z ⊗Z Ure,+Z
a Z-basis B of UZ is produced as multiplication of Z-bases of these subalgebras:
B = Bre,−Bim,−BhBim,+Bre,+.
The same result has been proved for all the twisted affine Kac-Moody algebras by
Mitzman in [Mi], where the author provides a deeper comprehension and a compact
description of the commutation formulas by means of a drastic simplification of both
the relations and their proofs. This goal is achieved remarking that the generating
series of the elements involved in the basis can be expressed as suitable exponentials,
observation that allows to apply very general tools of calculus, such as the well
known properties
x exp(y) = exp(y) exp([·, y])(x)
if exp(y) and exp([·, y])(x) are well defined, and
D(exp(f)) = D(f) exp(f)
if D is a derivation such that [D(f), f ] = 0.
Here, too, it is not yet clear that Uim,±Z are algebras of polynomials.
However this property, namely Uim,+Z = Z[Λk−1 = Λk−1(ξ(1)) = pk,1|k > 0], is
stated in Fisher-Vasta’s PhD thesis ([F]), where the author describes the results
of Garland for the untwisted case and of Mitzman for A
(2)
2 aiming at a better
understanding of the commutation formulas. Yet the proof is missing: the theorem
describing the integral form is based on observations which seem to forget some
necessary commutations, those between (x+r )
(k) and (x−s )
(l) when |r + s| > 1; in
[F] only the cases r + s = 0 and r + s = ±1 are considered, the former producing
the binomials appearing in Bh, the latter producing the elements pn,1 (and their
corresponding negative elements in Uim,−Z ).
Comparing the Kac-Moody presentation of the affine Kac-Moody algebras with its
“Drinfeld” presentation as current algebra, one can notice a difference between the
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untwisted and twisted case, which is at the origin of our work. As in the simple finite
dimensional case, also in the affine cases the generators of UZ described above are
redundant: the Z-subalgebra of U generated by {e(k)i , f (k)i |i ∈ I, k ∈ N}, obviously
contained in UZ, is actually equal to UZ.
On the other hand, the situation changes when we move to the Drinfeld presentation
and study the Z-subalgebra ∗UZ of U generated by the divided powers of the
Drinfeld generators (x±i,r)
(k): indeed, while in the untwisted case it is still true that
UZ =
∗
UZ and (also in the twisted case) it is always true that
∗
UZ ⊆ UZ, in general
we get two different Z-subalgebras of U; more precisely ∗UZ ( UZ in case A
(2)
2n ,
that is when there exists a vertex i whose corresponding rank 1 subalgebra is not a
copy of U(sˆl2) but is a copy of U(sˆl3
χ
). Thus in order to complete the description
of ∗UZ we need to study the case of A
(2)
2 .
In the present paper we prove that the Z-subalgebra generated by
{(x+r )(k), (x−r )(k)|r ∈ Z, k ∈ N}
is an integral form of the enveloping algebra also in the case of A
(2)
2 , we exhibit a ba-
sis generalizing the one provided in [G] and in [Mi] and determine the commutation
relations in a compact yet explicit formulation (see theorem 5.42 and appendix A).
We use the same approach as Mitzman’s, with a further simplification consisting in
the remark that an element of the form G(u, v) = exp(xu) exp(yv) is characterized
by two properties: G(0, v) = exp(yv) and dGdu = xG.
Moreover, studying the rank 1 cases we prove that, both in the untwisted and
in the twisted case, Uim,+Z and
∗
U
im,+
Z are algebras of polynomials: as stated in
[F], the generators of Uim,+Z are the elements Λk introduced in [G] and [Mi] (see
proposition 1.18 and remark 4.12); the generators of ∗Uim,+Z in the case A
(2)
2 are
elements defined formally as the Λk’s after a deformation of the hr’s (see definition
5.11 and remark 5.12): describing ∗Uim,+Z (sˆl3
χ
) (denoted by U˜0,+Z ) has been the
hard part of this work.
We work over Q and dedicate a preliminary particular care to the description of
some integral forms of Q[xi|i ∈ I] and of their properties and relations when they
appear in some non commutative situations, properties that will be repeatedly used
for the computations in g: fixing the notations helps to understand the construction
in the correct setting. With analogous care we discuss the symmetries arising both
in sˆl2 and in sˆl3
χ
. We chose to recall also the case of sl2 and to give in a few lines the
proof of the theorem describing its divided power integral form in order to present
in this easy context the tools that will be used in the more complicated affine cases.
The paper is organized as follows.
Section 1 is devoted to review the description of some integral forms of the
algebra of polynomials (polynomials over Z, divided powers,“binomials” and sym-
metric functions, see [M]): they are introduced together with their generating series
as exponentials of suitable series with null constant term, and their properties are
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rigorously stated, thus preparing to their use in the Lie algebra setting.
We have inserted here, in proposition 1.18, a result about the stability of the sym-
metric functions with integral coefficients under the homomorphism λm mapping
xi to x
m
i (m > 0 fixed), which is almost trivial in the symmetric function context;
it is a straightforward consequence of this observation that Uim,+Z is an algebra
of polynomials and so is ∗Uim,+Z in the twisted case. We also provide a direct,
elementary proof of this proposition (see proposition 1.19).
In section 2 we collect some computations in non commutative situations that
we shall systematically refer to in the following sections.
Section 3 deals with the case of sl2: the one-page formulation and proof that we
present (see theorem 3.2) inspire the way we study sˆl2 and sˆl3
χ
, and offer an easy
introduction to the strategy followed also in the harder affine cases: decomposing
our Z-algebra as a tensor product of commutative subalgebras; describing these
commutative structures thanks to the examples introduced in section 1; and glueing
the pieces together applying the results of section 2.
Even if the results of this section imply the commutation rules between (x+r )
(k)
and (x+−r)
(l) (r ∈ Z, k, l ∈ N) in the enveloping algebra of sˆl2 (see remark 4.13), it
is worth remarking that section 4 does not depend on section 3, and can be read
independently (see remark 4.23).
In section 4 we discuss the case of sˆl2.
The first part of the section is devoted to the choice of the notations in Uˆ = U(sˆl2);
to the definition of its (commutative) subalgebras Uˆ± (corresponding to the real
component of Uˆ), Uˆ0,± (corresponding to the imaginary component), Uˆ0,0 (cor-
responding to the Cartan), of their integral forms Uˆ±Z , Uˆ
0,±
Z , Uˆ
0,0
Z , and of the
Z-subalgebra UˆZ of Uˆ; and to a detailed reminder about the useful symmetries
(automorphisms, antiautomorphisms, homomorphisms and triangular decomposi-
tion) thanks to which we can get rid of redundant computations.
In the second part of the section the apparently tough computations involved in the
commutation relations are reduced to four formulas whose proofs are contained in
a few lines: proposition 4.14, proposition 4.15, lemma 4.24, and proposition 4.25,
(together with proposition 1.18) are all what is needed to show that UˆZ is an integral
form of Uˆ, to recognize that the imaginary (positive and negative) components Uˆ0,±Z
of UˆZ are the algebras of polynomials Z[Λk(ξ(±1))|k ≥ 0] = Z[hˆ±k|k > 0], and to
exhibit a Z-basis of UˆZ (see theorem 4.29).
In section 5 we finally present the case of A
(2)
2 .
As for sˆl2 we first evidentiate some general structures of U(sˆl3
χ
) (that we denote
here U˜ in order to distinguish it from Uˆ = U(sˆl2)): notations, subalgebras and
symmetries. Here we introduce the elements h˜k through the announced deformation
of the formulas defining the elements hˆk’s (see definition 5.11 and remark 5.12). We
also describe a Q[w]-module structure on a Lie subalgebra L of sˆl3
χ
(see definitions
5.7 and 5.9), thanks to which we can further simplify the notations.
In addition, in remark 5.25 we recall the embeddings of Uˆ inside U˜ thanks to which
a big part of the work can be translated from section 4.
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The heart of the problem is thus reduced to the commutation of exp(x+0 u) with
exp(x−1 v) (which is technically more complicated than for A
(1)
1 since it is a product
involving a higher number of factors) and to deducing from this formula the descrip-
tion of the imaginary part of the integral form as the algebra of the polynomials in
the h˜k’s. To the solution of this problem, which represents the central contribution
of this work, we dedicate subsection 5.1, where we concentrate, perform and explain
the necessary computations.
At the end of the paper some appendices are added for the sake of completeness.
In appendix A we collect all the straightening formulas: since not all of them
are necessary to our proofs and in the previous sections we only computed those
which were essential for our argument, we give here a complete explicit picture of
the commutation relations.
Appendix B is devoted to the description of a Z-basis of Z(sym)[hr|r > 0]
alternative to that introduced in the example 1.12.
Z(sym)[hr|r > 0] is the algebra of polynomials Z[hˆk|k > 0], and as such it has a
Z-basis consisting of the monomials in the hˆk’s, which is the one considered in our
paper. But, as mentioned above, this algebra, that we are naturally interested in
because it is isomorphic to the imaginary positive part of the integral form of the
rank 1 Kac-Moody algebras, was not recognized by Garland and Mitzman as an
algebra of polynomials: in this appendix the Z-basis they introduce is studied from
the point of view of the symmetric functions and thanks to this interpretation it
is easily proved to generate freely the same Z-submodule of Q[hr|r > 0] as the
monomials in the hˆk’s.
In appendix C we compare the Mitzman integral form of the enveloping algebra
of type A
(2)
2 with the one studied here, proving the inclusion stated above. We also
show that our commutation relations imply Mitzman theorem, too.
Finally, in order to help the reader to orientate in the notations and to find
easily their definitions, we conclude the paper with an index of symbols, collected
in appendix D.
The study of the integral form of the affine Kac-Moody algebras from the point
of view of the Drinfeld presentation, which differs from the one defined through
the Kac-Moody presentation ([G] and [Mi]) in the case A
(2)
2 as outilined above, is
motivated by the interest in the representation theory over Z, since for the affine
Kac-Moody algebras the notion of highest weight vector with respect to the ei’s
has been usefully replaced with that defined through the action of the x+i,r ’s (see
the works of Chari and Pressley [C] and [CP2]): in order to study what happens
over the integers it is useful to work with an integral form defined in terms of the
same x+i,r ’s.
This work is also intended to be the preliminary classical step in the project of
constructing and describing the quantum integral form for the twisted affine quan-
tum algebras (with respect to the Drinfeld presentation). It is a joint project with
Vyjayanthi Chari (see also [CP]), who proposed it during a period of three months
that she passed as a visiting professor at the Department of Mathematics of the
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University of Rome “Tor Vergata”.
The commutation relations involved are extremely complicated and appear to be
unworkable by hands without a deeper insight; we hope that a simplified approach
can open a viable way to work in the quantum setting.
§1 Integral form and commutative examples
In this section we give the definition of integral form and summarize, fixing the
notations useful to our purpose, some well known commutative examples (deeply
studied and systematically exposed in [M]), which will play a central role in the
non commutative enveloping algebra of finite and affine Kac-Moody algebras.
Definition 1.1. Let U be a Q-algebra. An integral form of U is a Z-algebra UZ
such that:
i) UZ is a free Z-module;
ii) U = Q⊗Z UZ.
In particular an integral form of U is (can be identified to) a Z-subalgebra of U ,
and a Z-basis of an integral form of U is a Q-basis of U .
Example 1.2. Of course Z[xi|i ∈ I] is an integral form of Q[xi|i ∈ I] with basis
the set of monomials in the xi’s, namely {xk =
∏
i∈I x
ki
i } where k : I → N is
finitely supported (that is #{i ∈ I|ki 6= 0} <∞).
If {yi}i∈I and {xi}i∈I are Z-bases of the same Z-module, then Z[xi|i ∈ I] = Z[yi|i ∈
I].
This can be said also as follows:
Let M be a free Z-module and V = Q ⊗Z M and consider the functor S = “sym-
metric algebra” from the category of Z-modules (respectively Q-vector spaces) to
the category of commutative unitary Z-algebras (respectively commutative unitary
Q-algebras).
Then SM is an integral form of SV and SM ∩ V = M .
By definition, every integral form of SV containing M contains SM , that is SM is
the least integral form of SV containing M .
We are interested in other remarkable integral forms of SV containing M .
Remark 1.3. Let U be a unitary Z-algebra and f(u) ∈ U [[u]]. Then:
1) If f(u) ∈ 1 + uU [[u]] then:
i) f(u) is invertible in U [[u]];
ii) the coefficients of f(u), those of f(−u) and those of f(u)−1 generate the
same Z-subalgebra of U ;
2) If f(u) ∈ uU [[u]] then exp(f(u)) is a well defined element of 1 + uU [[u]];
3) If f(u) ∈ 1 + uU [[u]] then ln(f(u)) is a well defined element of uU [[u]];
4) exp ◦ ln
∣∣
1+uU [[u]]
= id and ln ◦ exp
∣∣
uU [[u]]
= id.
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Notation 1.4. Let a be an element of a unitary Q-algebra U . The divided powers
of a are the elements
a(k) =
ak
k!
(k ∈ N).
Remark that the generating series of the a(k)’s is exp(au), that is∑
k≥0
a(k)uk = exp(au) (1.5) {gensexp}
.
Example 1.6. Let {xi}i∈I be a Z-basis of M . Then it is well known and trivial
that:
i) The Z-subalgebra S(div)M ⊆ SV generated by {x(k)}x∈M,k∈N contains M ;
ii) S(div)M ∩ V = M ;
iii) {x(k)i }i∈I,k∈N is a set of algebra-generators (over Z) of S(div)M ;
iv) the set {x(k) = ∏i∈I x(ki)i |k : I → N is finitely supported} is a Z-basis of
S(div)M .
v) S(div)M is an integral form of SV (called the algebra of the divided powers
of M).
S(div)M is also denoted Z(div)[xi|i ∈ I].
Remark that if m(u) =
∑
r∈Nmru
r ∈ uM [[u]] then
m(u)(k) ∈ S(div)M [[u]] ∀k ∈ N (1.7) {divpoweq}
or equivalently
exp(m(u)) ∈ S(div)M [[u]].
The viceversa is obviously also true:
m(u) ∈ uV [[u]], exp(m(u)) ∈ S(div)M [[u]]⇔ m(u) ∈ uM [[u]]. (1.8) {sdivmv}
Notation 1.9. Let a be an element of a unitary Q-algebra U . The “binomials” of
a are the elements (
a
k
)
=
a(a− 1) · ... · (a− k + 1)
k!
(k ∈ N).
Notice that
(
a
k
)
is the image of
(
x
k
)
through the evaluation eva : Q[x]→ U mapping
x to a.
Now consider the series exp(a ln(1 + u)): this is a well defined element of U [[u]]
(because a ln(1 + u) ∈ uU [[u]]) whose coefficients are polynomials in a; this means
that with the notations above
exp(a ln(1 + u)) = eva(exp(xln(1 + u))).
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In particular if we want to prove that for all U and for all a ∈ U the generating
series of the
(
a
k
)
’s is exp(a ln(1 + u)) it is enough to prove the claim in the case
a = x ∈ Q[x], and to this aim it is enough to compare the evaluations on an infinite
subset of Q (for istance on N), thus reducing the proof to the trivial observation
that ∀n ∈ N ∑
k∈N
(
n
k
)
uk = (1 + u)n = exp(n ln(1 + u)).
Thus in general the generating series exp(a ln(1 + u)) of the
(
a
k
)
’s can and will be
denoted as (1 + u)a; more explicitly
∑
k∈N
(
a
k
)
uk = (1 + u)a = exp
(∑
r>0
(−1)r−1 a
r
ur
)
. (1.10) {gensbin}
It is clear from the definition of (1 + u)a that if a and b are commuting elements of
U then
(1 + u)a+b = (1 + u)a(1 + u)b.
It is also clear that the Z-submodule of U generated by the coefficients of (1+u)a+m
(a ∈ U , m ∈ Z) depends only on a and not on m; it is actually a Z-subalgebra of
U : indeed for all k, l ∈ N(
a
k
)(
a− k
l
)
=
(
k + l
k
)(
a
k + l
)
.
More precisely for each m ∈ Z and n ∈ N the Z-submodule of U generated by the(
a+m
k
)
’s for k = 0, ..., n (a ∈ U) depends only on a and n and not on m.
Finally notice that in U [[u]] we have ddu (1 + u)
a = a(1 + u)a−1.
Example 1.11. Let {xi}i∈I be a Z-basis of M . Then it is well known and trivial
that:
i) The Z-subalgebra S(bin)M ⊆ SV generated by {(xk)}x∈M,k∈N contains M ;
ii) {(xik )}i∈I,k∈N is a set of algebra-generators (over Z) of S(bin)M ;
iii) the set {(x
k
)
=
∏
i∈I
(
xi
ki
)}|k : I → N finitely supported} is a Z-basis of
S(bin)M .
iv) S(bin)M ∩ V = M ;
v) S(bin)M is an integral form of SV (called the algebra of binomials of M).
S(bin)M is also denoted Z(bin)[xi|i ∈ I].
Example 1.12. (Review of the symmetric functions, see [M])
Let n ∈ N. It is well known that Z[x1, ..., xn]Sn is an integral form of Q[x1, ..., xn]Sn
and that Z[x1, ..., xn]
Sn = Z[e
[n]
1 , ..., e
[n]
n ], where the (algebraically independent for
k = 1, ..., n) elementary symmetric polynomials e
[n]
k ’s are defined by
n∏
i=1
(T − xi) =
∑
k∈N
(−1)ke[n]k T n−k (1.13) {mcd}
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and are homogeneous of degree k, that is e
[n]
k ∈ Z[x1, ..., xn]Snk ⊆ Q[x1, ..., xn]Snk .
It is also well known that for n1 ≥ n2 the natural projection
πn1,n2 : Q[x1, ..., xn1 ]→ Q[x1, ..., xn2 ]
defined by
πn1,n2(xi) =
{
xi if i ≤ n2
0 otherwise
is such that πn1,n2(e
[n1]
k ) = e
[n2]
k for all k ∈ N. Then⊕
d≥0
lim←−Z[x1, ..., xn]
Sn
d = Z[e1, ..., ek, ...] (ek inverse limit of the e
[n]
k )
is an integral form of ⊕d≥0 lim←−Q[x1, ..., xn]
Sn
d , which is called the algebra of the
symmetric functions.
Moreover the elements
p[n]r =
n∑
i=1
xri ∈ Z[x1, ..., xn]Sn (r > 0, n ∈ N)
and their inverse limits pr ∈ Z[e1, ..., ek, ...] (πn1,n2(p[n1]r ) = p[n2]r for all r > 0
and all n1 ≥ n2) give another set of generators of the Q-algebra of the symmetric
functions: the pr’s are algebraically independent and⊕
d≥0
lim←−Q[x1, ..., xn]
Sn
d = Q[p1, ..., pr, ...].
Finally Z[e1, ..., ek, ...] is an integral form of Q[p1, ..., pr, ...] containing pr for all
r > 0 (more precisely a linear combination of the pr’s lies in Z[e1, ..., ek, ...] if and
only if it has integral coefficients), the relation between the ek’s and the pr’s being
given by: ∑
k∈N
(−1)kekuk = exp
(
−
∑
r>0
pr
r
ur
)
.
In this context we use the notation
Z[ek|k > 0] = Z(sym)[pr|r > 0] ⊆ Q[pr|r > 0];
to stress the dependence of the ek’s on the pr’s we set e = pˆ, that is
pˆ(u) =
∑
k∈N
pˆku
k = exp
(∑
r>0
(−1)r−1 pr
r
ur
)
(1.14) {dfhp}
and
Z[pˆk|k > 0] = Z(sym)[pr|r > 0]. (1.15) {zdfhp}
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Remark 1.16. With the notations above, let ϕ : Q[p1, ..., pr, ...] → U be an
algebra-homomorphism and a = ϕ(p1):
i) if ϕ(pr) = 0 for r > 1 then ϕ(pˆk) = a
(k) for all k ∈ N;
ii) if ϕ(pr) = a for all r > 0 then ϕ(pˆk) =
(
a
k
)
for all k ∈ N.
Hence Z(sym) is a generalization of both Z(div) and Z(bin).
Remark 1.17. Let M be the Z-module with basis {pr|r > 0} and, as above,
V = Q⊗Z M . Then:
i) as for the functors S, S(div) and S(bin), we have Z(sym)[pr|r > 0] ∩ V = M ;
ii) unlike the functors S, S(div) and S(bin), Z(sym)[pr|r > 0] depends on {pr|r > 0}
and not only on M : for instance
Z(sym)[−p1, pr|r > 1] 6= Z(sym)[pr|r > 0]
(it is easy to check that these integral forms are different for example in degree 3);
iii) not all the sign changes of the pr’s produce different Z
(sym)-forms of Q[pr|r > 0]:
Z(sym)[(−1)rpr|r > 0] = Z(sym)[−pr|r > 0] = Z(sym)[pr|r > 0]
since
exp
(∑
r>0
(−1)r−1 (−1)
rpr
r
ur
)
= exp
(∑
r>0
(−1)r−1 pr
r
(−u)r
)
and
exp
(∑
r>0
(−1)r−1−pr
r
ur
)
= exp
(∑
r>0
(−1)r−1 pr
r
ur
)−1
(see remark 1.3,1),ii)).
In general it is not trivial to understand whether an element of Q[pr|r > 0] belongs
or not to Z(sym)[pr|r > 0]; proposition 1.18 gives an answer to this question, which
is generalized in proposition 1.22 (the examples in remark 1.17, ii) and iii) can be
obtained also as applications of proposition 1.22).
Proposition 1.18. Let us fix m > 0 and let λm : Q[pr|r > 0]→ Q[pr|r > 0] be the
algebra homomorphism defined by λm(pr) = pmr for all r > 0.
Then Z(sym)[pr|r > 0] (= Z[pˆk|k > 0]) is λm-stable.
Proof. For n ∈ N let λ[n]m : Q[x1, ..., xn] → Q[x1, ..., xn] be the algebra homomor-
phism defined by λ
[n]
m (xi) = x
m
i for all i = 1, ..., n.
We obviously have that
Z[x1, ..., xn] is λ
[n]
m −stable,
Q[x1, ..., xn]d is mapped to Q[x1, ..., xn]md ∀d ≥ 0,
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λ[n]m ◦ σ = σ ◦ λ[n]m ∀n ∈ N, σ ∈ Sn,
πn1,n2 ◦ λ[n1]m = λ[n2]m ◦ πn1,n2 ∀n1 ≥ n2,
λ[n]m (p
[n]
r ) = p
[n]
mr ∀n ∈ N, r > 0,
hence there exist the limits of the λ
[n]
m
∣∣
Q[x1,...,xn]
Sn
d
’s: their direct sum over d ≥ 0
stabilizes ⊕d≥0 limZ[x1, ..., xn]Snd = Z[pˆk|k > 0] and is λm.
In particular λm(pˆk) ∈ Z[pˆl|l > 0] ∀k ∈ N.
We also propose a second, direct, proof of proposition 1.18, which provides in
addition an explicit expression of the λm(pˆk)’s in terms of the pˆl’s.
Proposition 1.19. Let m and λm be as in proposition 1.18 and ω ∈ C a primitive
mth root of 1. Then
λm(pˆ(−um)) =
m−1∏
j=0
pˆ(−ωju) ∈ Z[pˆk|k > 0][[u]].
Proof. The equality in the statement is an immediate consequence of
m−1∑
j=0
ωjr =
{
m if m|r
0 otherwise,
so that
−
m−1∑
j=0
∑
r>0
pr
r
ωjrur = −
∑
r>0
pmr
r
umr = λm
(
−
∑
r>0
pr
r
(um)r
)
,
whose exponential is the claim.
Then for all k > 0
λm(pˆk) ∈ Q[pˆl|l > 0] ∩ Z[ω][pˆl|l > 0] = Z[pˆl|l > 0]
since Q ∩ Z[ω] = Z.
In order to characterize the functions a : Z+ → Q such that
Z(sym)[arpr|r > 0] ⊆ Z(sym)[pr|r > 0]
we introduce the notation 1.20, where we rename the pr’s into hr since in the affine
Kac-Moody case the Z(sym)-construction describes the imaginary component of the
integral form. Moreover from now on pi will denote a positive prime number.
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Notation 1.20. Given a : Z+ → Q set
∑
k≥0
hˆ
{a}
k u
k = hˆ{a}(u) = exp
(∑
r>0
(−1)r−1 arhr
r
ur
)
;
1 denotes the function defined by 1r = 1 for all r ∈ Z+;
for all m > 0 1(m) denotes the function defined by 1
(m)
r =
{
m if m|r
0 otherwise.
Thus hˆ{11}(u) = hˆ(u) and hˆ{11
(m)}(−u) = λm(hˆ(−um)).
Recall 1.21. The convolution product ∗ in the ring of the Q-valued arithmetic
functions
Ar = {f : Z+ → Q}
is defined by
(f ∗ g)(n) =
∑
r,s:
rs=n
f(r)g(s).
The Mo¨bius function µ : Z+ → Q defined by
µ
(
n∏
i=1
prii
)
=
{
(−1)n if ri = 1 ∀i
0 otherwise
(where the pi’s are distinct positive prime integers and ri ≥ 1 for all i)
is the inverse of 1 in the ring of the arithmetic functions.
Proposition 1.22. Let a : Z+ → Q be any function; then, with the notations fixed
in 1.20,
hˆ
{a}
k ∈ Z[hˆl|l > 0] ∀k > 0⇔ n|(µ ∗ a)(n) ∈ Z ∀n > 0.
Proof. Remark that a = 1∗ µ ∗ a, that is
∀n > 0 an =
∑
m|n
(µ ∗ a)(m) =
∑
m|n
(µ ∗ a)(m)
m
m =
∑
m>0
(µ ∗ a)(m)
m
1(m)n ,
which means
a =
∑
m>0
(µ ∗ a)(m)
m
1(m).
Let km =
(µ∗a)(m)
m for all m > 0, choose m0 > 0 such that km ∈ Z ∀m < m0 and
set a(0) =
∑
m<m0
km1
(m), a′ = a− a(0), so that
hˆ{a}(u) = hˆ{a
′}(u)hˆ{a
(0)}(u),
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and, by proposition 1.18 (see also notation 1.20),
hˆ{a
(0)}(u) ∈ Z[hˆk|k > 0][[u]].
It follows that
i) hˆ{a}(u) ∈ Z[hˆk|k > 0][[u]]⇔ hˆ{a′}(u) ∈ Z[hˆk|k > 0][[u]].
ii) ∀n < m0 hˆ{a
′}
n = 0, so that hˆ
{a}
n = hˆ
{a(0)}
n ∈ Z[hˆk|k > 0];
in particular hˆ{a}(u) ∈ Z[hˆk|k > 0][[u]] if km ∈ Z ∀m > 0.
iii) a′m0 = (µ ∗ a)(m0) = n0km0 so that hˆ
{a′}
m0 = km0hm0 , which belongs to Z[hˆk|k >
0] if and only if km0 ∈ Z (see remark 1.17,i));
in particular hˆ{a}(u) 6∈ Z[hˆk|k > 0][[u]] if ∃m0 ∈ Z+ such that km0 6∈ Z.
Proposition 1.23. Let a : Z+ → Z be a function satisfying the condition
pr|ampr − ampr−1 ∀p,m ∈ Z+ with p prime and (m, p) = 1.
Then n|(µ ∗ a)(n) ∀n ∈ Z+.
Proof. The condition 1|(µ ∗ a)(1) is equivalent to the condition a1 ∈ Z.
For n > 1 remark that
n|(µ ∗ a)(n)⇔ pr|(µ ∗ a)(n) ∀p prime, r > 0 such that pr||n.
Recall that if P is the set of the prime factors of n and p ∈ P then
(µ ∗ a)(n) =
∑
S⊆P
(−1)#Sa n∏
q∈S q
=
=
∑
S′⊆P\{p}
(−1)#S′(a n∏
q∈S′ q
− a n
p
∏
q∈S′ q
). (1.24) {mpr}
The claim follows from the remark that pr||n if and only if pr|| n∏
q∈S′ q
.
Remark 1.25. The viceversa of proposition 1.23 is trivially true, too, and is im-
mediately proved applying (1.24) to the minimal n > 0 such that there exists p|n
and r > 0 (pr|n, n = mpr) not satisfying the hypothesis of the statement.
Proposition 1.18 will play an important role in the study of the commutation re-
lations in the enveloping algebra of sˆl2 (see remarks 4.11,vi) and 4.22) and of sˆl3
χ
(see remark 5.15 and proposition 5.17,iv)).
Proposition 1.22 is based on and generalizes proposition 1.18; it is a key tool in the
study of the integral form in the case of A
(2)
2 , see corollary 5.39.
A more precise connection between the integral form Z(sym)[hr|r > 0] of Q[hr|r > 0]
and the homomorphisms λm’s, namely another Z-basis of Z
(sym)[hr|r > 0] (basis
defined in terms of the elements λm(hˆk)’s and arising from Garland’s and Mitzman’s
description of the integral form of the affine Kac-Moody algebras) is discussed in
appendix B.
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§2 Some non commutative cases
We start this section with a basic remark.
Remark 2.1. i) Let U1, U2 be two Q-algebras, with integral forms respectively U˜1
and U˜2. Then U˜1 ⊗Z U˜2 is an integral form of the Q-algebra U1 ⊗Q U2 .
ii) Let U be an associative unitary Q-algebra (not necessarily commutative) and
U1, U2 ⊆ U be two Q-subalgebras such that U ∼= U1 ⊗Q U2 as Q-vector spaces. If
U˜1, U˜2 are integral forms of U1, U2, then U˜1 ⊗Z U˜2 is an integral form of U if and
only if U˜2U˜1 ⊆ U˜1U˜2.
Remark 2.1,ii) suggests that if we have a (linear) decomposition of an algebra U as
an ordered tensor product of polynomial algebras Ui (i = 1, ..., N), that is we have
a linear isomorphism
U ∼= U1 ⊗Q ...⊗Q UN ,
then one can tackle the problem of finding an integral form of U by studying the
commutation relations among the elements of some suitable integral forms of the
Ui’s.
Glueing together in a non commutative way the different integral forms of the
algebras of polynomials discussed in section 1 is the aim of this section, which
collects the preliminary work of the paper: the main results of the following sections
are applications of the formulas found here.
Notation 2.2. Let U be an associative Q-algebra and a ∈ U .
We denote by La and Ra respectively the left and right multiplication by a; of
course La −Ra = [a, ·] = −[·, a].
Lemma 2.3. Let U be an associative unitary Q-algebra.
Consider elements a, b, c ∈ U , f, g ∈ End(U) and α(u) ∈ U [[u]]. Then:
i) if exp(f) and exp(g) converge and [f, g] = 0 we have
exp(f ± g) = exp(f)exp(g)±1;
ii) [La, Ra] = 0;
iii) if f is an algebra-homomorphism and f(a) = a we have
[f, La] = [f,Ra] = 0;
iv) if exp(a) converges so do exp(La) and exp(Ra), and we have
exp(La) = Lexp(a), exp(Ra) = Rexp(a), exp(Ra) = Lexp(a)exp([·, a]);
v) if exp(a) and exp(c) converge we have
ab = bc⇔ exp(a)b = bexp(c);
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vi) if exp(b) converges and [b, c] = 0 we have
[a, b] = c⇔ aexp(b) = exp(b)(a+ c);
vii) if exp(a), exp(b) and exp(c) converge and [a, c] = [b, c] = 0 then
[a, b] = c⇔ exp(a)exp(b) = exp(b)exp(a)exp(c)
viii) if exp(a), exp(b) and exp(c) converge and [a, c] = [b, c] = 0 then
[a, b] = c⇒ exp(a+ b) = exp(a)exp(b)exp(−c/2);
ix) if d : U → U is a derivation and [a, d(a)] = 0 we have
d(exp(a)) = d(a)exp(a) = exp(a)d(a).
x) if α(u) =
∑
r∈N αru
r (αr ∈ U ∀r ∈ N) we have
d
du
α(u) = α(u)b⇔ α(u) = α0exp(bu)
and
d
du
α(u) = bα(u)⇔ α(u) = exp(bu)α0.
Proof. Statements v) and vi) are immediate consequence respectively of the fact
that for all n ∈ N:
v) anb = bcn;
vi) ab(n) = b(n)a+ b(n−1)c.
vii) follows from v) ad vi).
viii) follows from vii):
(a+ b)(n) =
∑
r,s,t:
r+s+2t=n
(−1)t
2t
a(r)b(s)c(t).
The other points are obvious.
Proposition 2.4. Let us fix m ∈ Z and consider the Q-algebra structure on U =
Q[x]⊗Q Q[h] given by xh = (h−m)x.
Then Z(div)[x]⊗Z Z(bin)[h] and Z(bin)[h]⊗Z Z(div)[x] are integral forms of U : their
images in U are closed under multiplication, and coincide. Indeed
x(k)
(
h
l
)
=
(
h−mk
l
)
x(k) ∀k, l ∈ N (2.5) {fru}
or equivalently, with a notation that will be useful in the following,
exp(xu)(1 + v)h = (1 + v)hexp
(
xu
(1 + v)m
)
. (2.6) {fu}
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Proof. The relation between x and h can be written as
xP (h) = P (h−m)x
and
x(k)P (h) = P (h−mk)x(k)
for all P ∈ Q[h] and for all k > 0. In particular it holds for P (h) = (hl), that is
x(1 + v)h = (1 + v)h−mx = (1 + v)h
x
(1 + v)m
(2.7) {xvh}
and
x(k)(1 + v)h = (1 + v)h
(
x
(1 + v)m
)(k)
. (2.8) {xvh2}
The conclusion follows multiplying by uk and summing over k.
Proposition 2.9. Let us fix m ∈ Z and consider the Q-algebra structure on
U = Q[x]⊗Q Q[z]⊗Q Q[y]
defined by [x, z] = [y, z] = 0, [x, y] = mz.
Then Z(div)[x]⊗Z Z(div)[z]⊗Z Z(div)[y] is an integral form of U .
Proof. Since z commutes with x and y we just have to straighten y(r)x(s). Thus
the claim is a straightforward consequence of lemma 2.3,vii):
exp(yu) exp(xv) = exp(xv) exp(zuv)−m exp(yu). (2.10) {strxx}
Proposition 2.11. Let us fix m, l ∈ Z and consider the Q-algebra structure on
U = Q[hr|r < 0]⊗Q Q[h0, c]⊗Q Q[hr|r > 0] given by
[c, hr] = 0, [hr, hs] = δr+s,0r(m+ (−1)rl)c ∀r, s ∈ Z.
Then, recalling the notation Z[hˆ±k|k > 0] = Z(sym)[h±r|r > 0] and defining UZ to be
the Z-subalgebra of U generated by U±Z = Z
(sym)[h±r|r > 0] and U0Z = Z(bin)[h0, c],
we have that
hˆ+(u)hˆ−(v) = hˆ−(v)(1 − uv)−mc(1 + uv)−lchˆ+(u) (2.12) {hhh}
and UZ = U
−
Z U
0
ZU
+
Z , so that
UZ ∼= Z(sym)[h−r|r > 0]⊗Z Z(bin)[h0, c]⊗Z Z(sym)[hr|r > 0]
is an integral form of U .
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Proof. 2.12 follows from lemma 2.3, vii) remarking that
[∑
r>0
(−1)r−1hr
r
ur,
∑
s>0
(−1)s−1h−s
s
vs
]
= c
∑
r>0
m+ (−1)rl
r
urvr =
= −mcln(1 − uv)− lcln(1 + uv).
Of course U0ZU
−
Z = U
−
Z U
0
Z is a Z-subalgebra of U , U
−
Z U
0
ZU
+
Z ⊆ UZ, UZ is generated
by U−Z U
0
ZU
+
Z as Z-algebra and U
−
Z U
0
ZU
+
Z
∼= U−Z ⊗Z U0Z ⊗Z U+Z as Z-modules.
Hence we need to prove that U−Z U
0
ZU
+
Z is a Z-subalgebra of U , or equivalently that
it is closed under left multiplication by U+Z (because it is obviously closed under
left multiplication by U−Z U
0
Z), which is a straightforward consequence of 2.12.
Lemma 2.13. Let U be a Q-algebra, T : U → U an automorphism,
f ∈
∑
r>0
ZT rur ⊆ End(U [[u]]),
h ∈ uU [[u]] and x ∈ U such that T (h) = h and [x, h] = f(x). Then
xexp(h) = exp(h) · exp(f)(x).
Proof. By proposition 2.3,iv)
x exp(h) = exp(h) exp([·, h])(x),
so we have to prove that exp([·, h])(x) = exp(f)(x), or equivalently that [·, h]n(x) =
fn(x) for all n ∈ N.
If n = 0, 1 the claim is obvious; if n > 1, fn−1(x) =
∑
r>0 arT
rur(x) with ar ∈ Z
for all r > 0, f commutes with T , and by the inductive hypothesis
[·, h]n(x) = [fn−1(x), h] =
[∑
r>0
arT
rur(x), h
]
=
=
∑
r>0
aru
rT r([x, h]) =
∑
aru
rT rf(x) = f
∑
aru
rT r(x) = f(fn−1(x)) = fn(x).
Proposition 2.14. Let us fix integers md’s (d > 0) and consider elements {hr, xs|r >
0, s ∈ Z} in a Q-algebra U such that
[hr, xs] =
∑
d|r
dmdxr+s ∀r > 0, s ∈ Z.
Let T be an algebra automorphism of U such that
T (hr) = hr and T (xs) = xs−1 ∀r > 0, s ∈ Z.
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Then, recalling the notation Z[hˆk|k > 0] = Z(sym)[hr|r > 0], we have that
xrhˆ+(u) = hˆ+(u) ·
(∏
d>0
(1− (−T−1u)d)−md
)
(xr). (2.15) {cxh}
If moreover the subalgebras of U generated by {hr|r > 0} and {xr|r ∈ Z} are
isomorphic respectively to Q[hr|r > 0] and Q[xr|r ∈ Z] and there is a Q-linear
isomorphism U ∼= Q[hr|r > 0]⊗Q Q[xr|r ∈ Z] then
Z(sym)[hr|r > 0]⊗Z Z(div)[xr|r ∈ Z]
is an integral form of U .
Proof. This is an application of lemma 2.13: let h =
∑
r>0(−1)r−1 hrr ur; then
[x0, h] =
∑
r>0
(−1)r
r
ur
∑
d|r
dmdT
−r(x0) =
=
∑
d>0
∑
s>0
(−1)ds
s
mdT
−dsuds(x0) = f(x0)
where
f = −
∑
d>0
md ln(1− (−1)dT−dud).
Then
x0hˆ+(u) = hˆ+(u) · exp(f)(x0) = hˆ(u) ·
(∏
d>0
(1− (−T−1u)d)−md
)
(x0),
and the analogous statement for xr follows applying T
−r.
Remark that
∏
d>0(1 − (−T−1u)d)−md =
∑
r≥0 arT
−rur with ar ∈ Z ∀r ∈ N; the
hypothesis on the commutativity of the subalgebra generated by the xr’s implies
that (
∑
r≥0 arxru
r)(k) lies in the subalgebra of U generated by the divided powers
{x(k)r |r ∈ Z, k ≥ 0}, which allows to conclude the proof thanks to the last hypotheses
on the structure of U .
Remark 2.16. Proposition 2.14, implies proposition 2.4: indeed when m1 = m,
md = 0 ∀d > 1 we have a projection hr 7→ h, xr 7→ x, which maps exp(x0u) to
exp(xu), hˆ(u) to (1 + u)h and T to the identity.
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§3 The integral form of sl2 (A1)
The results about sl2 and the Z-basis of the integral form UZ(sl2) of its enveloping
algebra U(sl2) are well known (see [Ko] and [S]). Here we recall the description
of UZ(sl2) in terms of the non-commutative generalizations described in section 2,
with the notations of the commutative examples given in section 1.
The proof expressed in this language has the advantage to be easily generalized to
the affine case.
Definition 3.1. sl2 (respectively U(sl2)) is the Lie algebra (respectively the asso-
ciative algebra) over Q generated by {e, f, h} with relations
[h, e] = 2e, [h, f ] = −2f, [e, f ] = h.
UZ(sl2) is the Z-subalgebra of U(sl2) generated by {e(k), f (k)| k ∈ N}.
Theorem 3.2. Let U+, U−, U0 denote the Q-subalgebras of U(sl2) generated
respectively by e, by f , by h.
Then U+ ∼= Q[e], U− ∼= Q[f ], U0 ∼= Q[h] and U(sl2) ∼= U− ⊗U0 ⊗U+; moreover
UZ(sl2) ∼= Z(div)[f ]⊗Z Z(bin)[h]⊗Z Z(div)[e] (3.3) {usldi}
is an integral form of U(sl2).
Proof. Thanks to proposition 2.4, we just have to study the commutation between
e(k) and f (l) for k, l ∈ N.
Let us recall the commutation relation
e exp(fu) = exp(fu)(e+ hu− fu2) (3.4) {efu}
which is a direct application of lemma 2.3,iv) and of the relations [e, f ] = h, [h, f ] =
−2f and [f, f ] = 0.
We want to prove that in U(sl2)[[u, v]]
exp(eu)exp(fv) = exp
( fv
1 + uv
)
(1 + uv)hexp
( eu
1 + uv
)
. (3.5) {cef}
Let F (u) = exp
(
fv
1+uv
)
(1 + uv)hexp
(
eu
1+uv
)
.
It is obvious that F (0) = exp(fv); hence our claim is equivalent to
d
du
F (u) = eF (u).
To obtain this result we derive remarking lemma 2.3,ix) and then apply formulas
2.7 and 3.4:
d
du
F (u) =
20
= exp
( fv
1 + uv
)
(1 + uv)h
e
(1 + uv)2
exp
( eu
1 + uv
)
+
+exp
( fv
1 + uv
)( hv
1 + uv
− fv
2
(1 + uv)2
)
(1 + uv)hexp
( eu
1 + uv
)
=
= exp
( fv
1 + uv
)(
e+
hv
1 + uv
− fv
2
(1 + uv)2
)
(1 + uv)hexp
( eu
1 + uv
)
=
= eF (u).
Remarking that
xu
1 + v
∈ Z[x][[u, v]], hence
( xu
1 + v
)(k)
∈ Z(div)[x][[u, v]] ∀k ∈ N,
it follows that the right hand side of 3.3 is an integer form of U(sl2) (containing
UZ(sl2)).
Finally remark that inverting the exponentials on the right hand side, the formula
(3.5) gives an expression of (1 + uv)h in terms of the divided powers of e and f , so
that Z(bin)[h] ⊆ UZ(sl2), which completes the proof.
§4 The integral form of sˆl2 (A
(1)
1 )
The results about sˆl2 and the integral form UˆZ of its enveloping algebra Uˆ are due
to Garland (see [G]). Here we simplify the description of the imaginary positive
component of UˆZ proving that it is an algebra of polynomials over Z and give a
compact and complete proof of the assertion that the set given in theorem 4.29 is
actually a Z-basis of UˆZ. This proof has the advantage, following [Mi], to reduce
the long and complicated commutation formulas to compact, simply readable and
easily proved ones. It is evident from this approach that the results for sˆl2 are
generalizations of those for sl2, so that the commutation formulas arise naturally
recalling the homomorphism
ev : sˆl2 = sl2 ⊗Q[t±1]⊕Qc→ sl2 ⊗Q[t±1]→ sl2 (4.1) {evaluation}
induced by the evaluation of t at 1 .
On the other hand these results and the strategy for their proof will be shown to
be in turn generalizable to sˆl3
χ
.
As announced in the introduction, the proof of theorem 4.29 is based on a few
results: proposition 4.14, proposition 4.15, lemma 4.24, and proposition 4.25.
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Definition 4.2. sˆl2 (respectively Uˆ) is the Lie algebra (respectively the associative
algebra) over Q generated by {x+r , x−r , hr, c|r ∈ Z} with relations
c is central,
[hr, hs] = 2rδr+s,0c, [hr, x
±
s ] = ±2x±r+s
[x+r , x
+
s ] = 0 = [x
−
r , x
−
s ],
[x+r , x
−
s ] = hr+s + rδr+s,0c.
Notice that {x+r , x−r |r ∈ Z} generates Uˆ.
Uˆ
+, Uˆ−, Uˆ0 are the subalgebras of Uˆ generated respectively by {x+r |r ∈ Z}, {x−r |r ∈
Z}, {c, hr|r ∈ Z}.
Uˆ
0,+, Uˆ0,−, Uˆ0,0, are the subalgebras of Uˆ (of Uˆ0) generated respectively by {hr|r >
0}, {hr|r < 0}, {c, h0}.
Remark 4.3. Uˆ+, Uˆ− are (commutative) algebras of polynomials:
Uˆ
+ ∼= Q[x+r |r ∈ Z], Uˆ− ∼= Q[x−r |r ∈ Z];
Uˆ
0 is not commutative: [hr, h−r] = 2rc;
Uˆ
0,+, Uˆ0,−, Uˆ0,0, are (commutative) algebras of polynomials:
Uˆ
0,+ ∼= Q[hr|r > 0], Uˆ0,− ∼= Q[hr|r < 0], Uˆ0,0 ∼= Q[c, h0];
Moreover we have the following “triangular” decompositions:
Uˆ ∼= Uˆ− ⊗ Uˆ0 ⊗ Uˆ+,
Uˆ
0 ∼= Uˆ0,− ⊗ Uˆ0,0 ⊗ Uˆ0,+.
Remark that the images in Uˆ of Uˆ− ⊗ Uˆ0 and Uˆ0 ⊗ Uˆ+ are subalgebras of Uˆ and
the images of Uˆ0,− ⊗ Uˆ0,0 and Uˆ0,0 ⊗ Uˆ0,+ are commutative subalgebras of Uˆ0.
Definition 4.4. Uˆ is endowed with the following anti/auto/homo/morphisms:
σ is the antiautomorphism defined on the generators by:
x+r 7→ x+r , x−r 7→ x−r , (⇒ hr 7→ −hr, c 7→ −c);
Ω is the antiautomorphism defined on the generators by:
x+r 7→ x−−r, x−r 7→ x+−r, (⇒ hr 7→ h−r, c 7→ c);
T is the automorphism defined on the generators by:
x+r 7→ x+r−1, x−r 7→ x−r+1, (⇒ hr 7→ hr − δr,0c, c 7→ c);
for all m ∈ Z, λm is the homomorphism defined on the generators by:
x+r 7→ x+mr, x−r 7→ x−mr, (⇒ hr 7→ hmr, c 7→ mc).
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Remark 4.5. σ2 = id
Uˆ
, Ω2 = id
Uˆ
, T is invertible of infinite order;
λ2−1 = λ1 = idUˆ; λm is not invertible if m 6= ±1; λ0 = ev (through the identification
< x+0 , x
−
0 , h0 >
∼=< e, f, h >).
Remark 4.6. σΩ = Ωσ, σT = Tσ, σλm = λmσ for all m ∈ Z;
ΩT = TΩ, Ωλm = λmΩ for all m ∈ Z;
λmT
±1 = T±mλm for all m ∈ Z;
λmλn = λmn, for all m,n ∈ Z.
Remark 4.7. σ
∣∣
Uˆ±
= id
Uˆ±
, σ(Uˆ0,±) = Uˆ0,±, σ(Uˆ0,0) = Uˆ0,0.
Ω(Uˆ±) = Uˆ∓, Ω(Uˆ0,±) = Uˆ0,∓, Ω
∣∣
Uˆ0,0
= id
Uˆ0,0
.
T (Uˆ±) = Uˆ±, T
∣∣
Uˆ0,±
= id
Uˆ0,±
, T (Uˆ0,0) = Uˆ0,0.
For all m ∈ Z λm(Uˆ±) ⊆ Uˆ±, λm(Uˆ0) = Uˆ0, λm(Uˆ0,0) ⊆ Uˆ0,0,
λm(Uˆ
0,±) ⊆


Uˆ
0,± ifm > 0
Uˆ
0,∓ ifm < 0
Uˆ
0,0 ifm = 0.
Definition 4.8. Here we define some Z-subalgebras of Uˆ:
UˆZ is the Z-subalgebra of Uˆ generated by {(x+r )(k), (x−r )(k)|r ∈ Z, k ∈ N};
Uˆ
±
Z = Z
(div)[x±r |r ∈ Z];
Uˆ
0,0
Z = Z
(bin)[h0, c];
Uˆ
0,±
Z = Z
(sym)[h±r|r > 0];
Uˆ
0
Z is the Z-subalgebra of Uˆ generated by Uˆ
0,−
Z , Uˆ
0,0
Z and Uˆ
0,+
Z .
The notations are those of section 1.
We want to prove that Uˆ0Z = Uˆ
0,−
Z Uˆ
0,0
Z Uˆ
0,+
Z , so that it is an integral form of Uˆ
0,
and that UˆZ = Uˆ
−
Z Uˆ
0
ZUˆ
+
Z , so that UˆZ is an integral form of Uˆ.
As in the case of sl2, working in Uˆ[[u]] (see the notation below) simplifies enormously
the proofs and gives a deeper insight to the question.
Notation 4.9. We shall consider the following elements in Uˆ[[u]]:
x+(u) =
∑
r≥0
x+r u
r =
∑
r≥0
T−rur(x+0 ),
x−(u) =
∑
r≥0
x−r+1u
r =
∑
r≥0
T rur(x−1 ),
h±(u) =
∑
r≥1
(−1)r−1h±r
r
ur,
hˆ±(u) = exp(h±(u)) =
∑
r≥0
hˆ±ru
r.
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Remark 4.10. Notice that ev ◦ T = ev and
ev(x+(−u)) = ev
(
1
1 + T−1u
x+0
)
=
e
1 + u
,
ev(x−(−u)) = ev
(
T
1 + Tu
x−0
)
=
f
1 + u
,
ev(h±(u)) = hln(1 + u),
ev(hˆ±(u)) = (1 + u)
h.
Remark 4.11. Here we list some obvious remarks.
i) Uˆ±Z ⊆ UˆZ ∩ Uˆ± and UˆZ is the Z-subalgebra of Uˆ generated by Uˆ+Z ∪ Uˆ−Z ;
ii) Uˆ±Z , Uˆ
0,0
Z , Uˆ
0,±
Z and Uˆ
0,±
Z Uˆ
0,0
Z = Uˆ
0,0
Z Uˆ
0,±
Z are integral forms respectively of Uˆ
±,
Uˆ
0,0, Uˆ0,± and Uˆ0,±Uˆ0,0 = Uˆ0,0Uˆ0,±;
iii) UˆZ and Uˆ
0,0
Z are stable under σ, Ω, T
±1, λm for all m ∈ Z;
iv) Uˆ±Z is stable under σ, T
±1, λm for all m ∈ Z and Ω(Uˆ±Z ) = Uˆ∓Z ;
v) Uˆ0,±Z is stable under σ, T
±1 and Ω(Uˆ0,±Z ) = λ−1(Uˆ
0,±
Z ) = Uˆ
0,∓
Z : more precisely
σ(hˆ±(u))= hˆ±(u)
−1, Ω(hˆ±(u))=λ−1(hˆ±(u))= hˆ∓(u), T
±1(hˆ±(u))= hˆ±(u);
vi) for m ∈ Z
λm(Uˆ
0,±
Z ) ⊆


Uˆ
0,±
Z ifm > 0
Uˆ
0,∓
Z ifm < 0
Uˆ
0,0
Z ifm = 0,
thanks to v), to proposition 1.18 and to remarks 4.6 and 4.10.
Remark 4.12. The elements hˆk’s with k > 0 generate the same Z-subalgebra of
Uˆ as the elements Λk’s (k ≥ 0) defined in [G].
Indeed let ∑
n≥0
pnu
n = P (u) = hˆ(−u)−1;
then remarks 1.3,1,ii) and 1.17,iii) imply that Z[hˆk|k > 0] = Z[pn|n > 0]; but
d
du
P (u) = P (u)
∑
r>0
hru
r−1,
that is
p0 = 1, pn =
1
n
n∑
r=1
hrpn−r ∀n > 0,
hence pn = Λn−1 ∀n ≥ 0.
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On the other hand applying λm we get
λm(p0) = 1, λm(pn) =
1
n
n∑
r=1
hrmλm(pn−r),
so that λm(pn) = λm(Λn−1) = Λn−1(ξ(m)) (see [G]).
Remark 4.13. Remark that for all r ∈ Z the subalgebra of sˆl2 generated by
{x+r , x−−r, h0 + rc}
maps isomorphically onto sl2 through the evaluation homomorphism ev (see formula
4.1). On the other hand for each r ∈ Z there is an injection U(sl2)→ Uˆ:
e 7→ x+r , f 7→ x−−r, h 7→ h0 + rc.
In particular theorem 3.2, implies that the elements
(
h0+rc
k
)
belong to UˆZ for all
r ∈ Z, k ∈ N (thus, remarking that the elements (ck)’s are central and the example
1.11, we get that Uˆ0,0Z ⊆ UˆZ) and proposition 2.4 implies that Uˆ0,0Z Uˆ+Z and Uˆ−Z Uˆ0,0Z
are integral forms respectively of Uˆ0,0Uˆ+ and Uˆ−Uˆ0,0.
Proposition 4.14. The following identity holds in Uˆ:
hˆ+(u)hˆ−(v) = hˆ−(v)(1 − uv)−2chˆ+(u).
Uˆ
0
Z = Uˆ
0,−
Z Uˆ
0,0
Z Uˆ
0,+
Z : it is an integral form of Uˆ
0.
Proof. Since [hr, hs] = 2rδr+s,0c, the claim is proposition 2.11 with m=2, l=0.
Proposition 4.15. The following identity holds in Uˆ:
x+0 hˆ+(u) = hˆ+(u)(1 + T
−1u)−2(x+0 ). (4.16) {xup}
Hence for all k ∈ N
(x+0 )
(k)hˆ+(u) = hˆ+(u)((1 + T
−1u)−2(x+0 ))
(k). (4.17) {xup2}
Proof. The claim follows from proposition 2.14 with m1 = 2, md = 0 ∀d > 1, and
from 1.7.
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Remark 4.18. The identity (4.16) can be written as
x+0 hˆ+(u) = hˆ+(u)
d
du
(ux+(−u)).
Indeed
(1 + T−1u)−2(x+0 ) =
∑
r∈N
(−1)r(r + 1)x+r ur =
d
du
(ux+(−u)).
Remark 4.19. Remark that the identity (4.17) is the affine version of
e(k)(1 + u)h = (1 + u)h
(
e
(1 + u)2
)(k)
(4.20) {xup3}
(see equation (2.8)); indeed ev maps (4.17) to (4.20).
Corollary 4.21. Uˆ+Z Uˆ
0,±
Z ⊆ Uˆ0,±Z Uˆ+Z and Uˆ±Z Uˆ0Z = Uˆ0ZUˆ±Z .
Then Uˆ0ZUˆ
+
Z and Uˆ
−
Z Uˆ
0
Z are integral forms respectively of Uˆ
0
Uˆ
+ and Uˆ−Uˆ0.
Proof. Applying T−r to (4.17), we find that (x+r )
(k)hˆ+(u) ⊆ hˆ+(u)Uˆ+Z [[u]] ∀r ∈
Z, k ∈ N, hence Uˆ+Z hˆ+(u) ⊆ hˆ+(u)Uˆ+Z [[u]] and Uˆ+Z Uˆ0,+Z ⊆ Uˆ0,+Z Uˆ+Z . From this,
applying λ−1 we get Uˆ
+
Z Uˆ
0,−
Z ⊆ Uˆ0,−Z Uˆ+Z , hence Uˆ+Z Uˆ0Z ⊆ Uˆ0ZUˆ+Z thanks to remark
4.13. Finally applying Ω we obtain that Uˆ0ZUˆ
−
Z ⊆ Uˆ−Z Uˆ0Z and applying σ we get
the reverse inclusions.
We are now left to prove that Uˆ+Z Uˆ
−
Z ⊆ Uˆ−Z Uˆ0ZUˆ+Z and that Uˆ0Z ⊆ UˆZ.
To this aim we study the commutation relations between (x+r )
(k) and (x−s )
(l) or
equivalently between exp(x+r u) and exp(x
−
s v).
Remark 4.22. Remark 4.13, implies that exp(x+r u)exp(x
−
−rv) ∈ Uˆ−Z Uˆ0ZUˆ+Z for all
r ∈ Z.
In order to prove a similar result for exp(x+r u)exp(x
−
s v) when r + s 6= 0 remark
that in general
exp(x+r u)exp(x
−
s v) = T
−rλr+s(exp(x
+
0 u)exp(x
−
1 v)),
so that remark 4.11,iv),v),vi) allows us to reduce to the case r = 0, s = 1.
This case will turn out to be enough also to prove that Uˆ0Z ⊆ UˆZ.
Remark 4.23. In the study of the commutation relations in UˆZ remark that
ev(exp(x+0 u) exp(x
−
1 v)) = exp(eu) exp(fv)
and that straightening exp(x+0 u) exp(x
−
1 v) through the triangular decomposition
Uˆ ∼= Uˆ− ⊗ Uˆ0 ⊗ Uˆ+ we get an element of Uˆ[[u, v]] whose coefficients involve
x−r+1, hr+1, x
+
r with r ≥ 0 and whose image through ev is
exp
( fv
1 + uv
)
(1 + uv)h exp
( eu
1 + uv
)
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(see remark 4.10).
Viceversa once we have such an expression for exp(x+0 u) exp(x
−
1 v) applying T
−rλr+s
we can deduce from it the identity (3.5) and the expression for exp(x+r u) exp(x
−
s v)
for all r, s ∈ Z (also in the case r + s = 0).
Remark that
exp(vx−(−uv))hˆ+(uv)exp(ux+(−uv))
is an element of Uˆ[[u, v]] which has the required properties (see remark 4.10) and
belongs to Uˆ−Z Uˆ
0
ZUˆ
+
Z .
Our aim is to prove that
exp(x+0 u) exp(x
−
1 v) = exp(vx
−(−uv))hˆ+(uv) exp(ux+(−uv)).
Lemma 4.24. In Uˆ[[u, v]] we have
x+0 exp(vx
−(−uv)) = exp(vx−(−uv))
(
x+0 +
dh+(uv)
du
+
dvx−(−uv)
du
)
.
Proof. The claim follows from lemma 2.3,iv) remarking that
[x+0 , vx
−(−uv)] = v
∑
r∈N
hr+1(−uv)r = d
du
∑
r∈N
hr+1
r + 1
(−1)r(uv)r+1 = dh+(uv)
du
,
[dh+(uv)
du
, vx−(−uv)
]
= −2v2
∑
r,s∈N
x+r+s+2(−uv)r+s =
= −2v2
∑
r∈N
(r + 1)x−r+2(−uv)r = 2
dvx−(−uv)
du
and [dvx−(−uv)
du
, vx−(−uv)
]
= 0.
Proposition 4.25. In Uˆ[[u, v]] we have
exp(x+0 u)exp(x
−
1 v) = exp(vx
−(−uv))hˆ+(uv)exp(ux+(−uv)).
Proof. Let F (u) = exp(vx−(−uv))hˆ+(uv)exp(ux+(−uv)). It is clear that F (0) =
exp(x−1 v), so that it is enough to prove that
d
du
F (u) = x+0 F (u).
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Remark that, thanks to the derivation rules (lemma 2.3,ix)), to proposition 4.15,
and to lemma 4.24, we have:
d
du
F (u) = exp(vx−(−uv))hˆ+(uv) d
du
(ux+(−uv))exp(ux+(−uv))+
+exp(vx−(−uv))
( d
du
h+(uv) +
d
du
(vx−(−uv))
)
hˆ+(uv)exp(ux
+(−uv)) =
= exp(vx−(−uv))
(
x+0 +
d(h+(uv) + vx
−(−uv))
du
)
hˆ+(uv)exp(ux
+(−uv)) =
= x+0 exp(vx
−(−uv))hˆ+(uv)exp(ux+(−uv)) = x+0 F (u).
Corollary 4.26. Uˆ0Z ⊆ UˆZ.
Proof. That Uˆ0,+Z ⊆ UˆZ is a consequence of proposition 4.25 inverting the exponen-
tials (see the proof theorem 3.2), which implies also (applying Ω) that Uˆ0,−Z ⊆ UˆZ;
the claim then follows thanks to remark 4.13.
Proposition 4.27. Uˆ−Z Uˆ
0
ZUˆ
+
Z is a Z-subalgebra of Uˆ (hence UˆZ = Uˆ
−
Z Uˆ
0
ZUˆ
+
Z ).
Proof. We want to prove that Uˆ−Z Uˆ
0
ZUˆ
+
Z (which is obviously a Uˆ
−
Z -module and, by
corollary 4.21, a Uˆ0Z-module) is also a Uˆ
+
Z -module, or equivalently that Uˆ
+
Z Uˆ
−
Z ⊆
Uˆ
−
Z Uˆ
0
ZUˆ
+
Z .
By proposition 4.25 together with remark 4.22, formula 3.5 and remark 4.13 we have
that y+y− ∈ Uˆ−Z Uˆ0ZUˆ+Z in the particular case when y+ = (x+r )(k) and y− = (x−s )(l),
thus we just need to perform the correct induction to deal with the general y± ∈ Uˆ±Z .
Remark that setting
deg(x±r ) = ±1, deg(hr) = deg(c) = 0
induces a Z-gradation on Uˆ (since the relations defining Uˆ are homogeneous) and
on UˆZ (since its generators are homogeneous), which is preserved by σ, T
±1 and
λm ∀m ∈ Z; in particular it induces N-gradations
Uˆ
± =
⊕
k∈N
Uˆ
±
±k, Uˆ
±
Z =
⊕
k∈N
Uˆ
±
Z,±k
with the properties that
Ω(Uˆ±
Z,±k) = Uˆ
∓
Z,∓k,
Uˆ
+
Z,k =
∑
n∈N
k1+...+kn=k
Z(x+r1 )
(k1) · ... · (x+rn)(kn) =
∑
r∈Z
Z(x+r )
(k) +
∑
k1,k2>0
k1+k2=k
Uˆ
+
Z,k1
Uˆ
+
Z,k2
,
Uˆ
+
Z,kUˆ
0
Z = Uˆ
0
ZUˆ
+
Z,k (because UˆkUˆ
0 = Uˆ0Uˆk and Uˆ
+
Z Uˆ
0
Z = Uˆ
0
ZUˆ
+
Z )
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and
[Uˆ+k , Uˆ
−
−l] ⊆
∑
m>0
Uˆ
−
−l+mUˆ
0
Uˆ
+
k−m ∀k, l ∈ N.
We want to prove that
Uˆ
+
Z,kUˆ
−
Z,−l ⊆
∑
m≥0
Uˆ
−
Z,−l+mUˆ
0
ZUˆ
+
Z,k−m ∀k, l ∈ N, (4.28) {uzruzs}
the claim being obvious for k = 0 or l = 0.
Suppose k 6= 0, l 6= 0 and the claim true for all (k˜, l˜) 6= (k, l) with k˜ ≤ k and l˜ ≤ l .
Then:
a) proposition 4.25 together with remark 4.22, formula (3.5) and remark 4.13
imply that
(x+r )
(k)(x−s )
(l) ∈
∑
m≥0
Uˆ
−
Z,−l+mUˆ
0
ZUˆ
+
Z,k−m ∀r, s ∈ Z;
b) if k1, k2 > 0 are such that k1 + k2 = k or l1, l2 > 0 are such that l1 + l2 = l,
then
Uˆ
+
Z,k1
Uˆ
+
Z,k2
Uˆ
−
Z,−l ⊆
∑
m2≥0
Uˆ
+
Z,k1
Uˆ
−
Z,−l+m2
Uˆ
0
ZUˆ
+
Z,k2−m2
⊆
⊆
∑
m1,m2≥0
Uˆ
−
Z,−l+m2+m1
Uˆ
0
ZUˆ
+
Z,k1−m1
Uˆ
0
ZUˆ
+
Z,k2−m2
=
=
∑
m1,m2≥0
Uˆ
−
Z,−l+m2+m1
Uˆ
0
ZUˆ
+
Z,k1−m1
Uˆ
+
Z,k2−m2
⊆
∑
m≥0
Uˆ
−
Z,−l+mUˆ
0
ZUˆ
+
Z,k−m
and symmetrically applying Ω
Uˆ
+
Z,kUˆ
−
Z,−l1
Uˆ
−
Z,−l2
= Ω(Uˆ+Z,l2Uˆ
+
Z,l1
Uˆ
−
Z,−k) ⊆
⊆ Ω(
∑
m≥0
Uˆ
−
Z,−k+mUˆ
0
ZUˆ
+
Z,l−m) =
∑
m≥0
Uˆ
−
Z,−l+mUˆ
0
ZUˆ
+
Z,k−m.
(4.28) follows from a) and b).
Theorem 4.29. The Z-subalgebra UˆZ of Uˆ generated by
{(x±r )(k)|r ∈ Z, k ∈ N}
is an integral form of Uˆ.
More precisely
UˆZ
∼= Uˆ−Z ⊗ Uˆ0Z ⊗ Uˆ+Z ∼= Uˆ−Z ⊗ Uˆ0,−Z ⊗ Uˆ0,0Z ⊗ Uˆ0,+Z ⊗ Uˆ+Z
and a Z-basis of UˆZ is given by the product
B−B0,−B0,0B0,+B+
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where B±, B0,± and B0,0 are the Z-bases respectively of Uˆ±Z , Uˆ
0,±
Z and Uˆ
0,0
Z given
as follows:
B± =
{
(x±)(k) =
∏
r∈Z
(x±r )
(kr) | k : Z→ N is finitely supported
}
B0,± =
{
hˆk± =
∏
l∈Z+
hˆkl±l | k : Z+ → N is finitely supported
}
B0,0 =
{(h0
k
)(
c
k˜
)
| k, k˜ ∈ N
}
.
§5 The integral form of sˆl3
χ
(A
(2)
2 )
In this section we describe the integral form U˜Z of the enveloping algebra U˜ of
the Kac-Moody algebra of type A
(2)
2 generated by the divided powers of the Drin-
feld generators x±r ; unlike the untwisted case, this integral form is strictly smaller
than the one (studied in [Mi]) generated by the divided powers of the Chevalley
generators e0, e1, f0, f1 (see appendix C).
However, the construction of a Z-basis of U˜Z follows the idea of the analogous
construction in the case A
(1)
1 , seen in the previous section; this method allows us
to overcome the technical difficulties arising in case A
(2)
2 - difficulties which seem
otherwise overwhelming.
The commutation relations needed to our aim can be partially deduced from the
case A
(1)
1 : indeed, underlining some embeddings of sˆl2 into sˆl3
χ
(see remark 5.25),
the commutation relations in Uˆ can be directly translated into a class of commu-
tation relations in U˜ (see corollary 5.26, proposition 5.27 and the appendix A for
more details).
Yet, there are some differences between A
(1)
1 and A
(2)
2 .
First of all, the real (positive and negative) components of U˜ are no more commu-
tative (this is well known: it happens in all the affine cases different from A
(1)
1 , as
well as in all the finite cases different from A1), hence the study of their integral
form requires some - easy - additional observations (see lemma 5.20).
The non commutativity of the real components of U˜ makes the general commuta-
tion formula between the exponentials of positive and negative Drinfeld generators
technically more complicated to compute and express than in the case of sˆl2; never-
theless, general and explicit compact formulas can be given in this case, too, always
thanks to the exponential notation. As already seen, the simplification provided
by the exponential approach lies essentially on lemma 2.3,iv), which allows to per-
form the computations in U˜ reducing to much simpler computations in sˆl3
χ
, and
even, thanks to the symmetries highlighted in definition 5.3, in the Lie subalge-
bra L = sˆl3
χ ∩ (sl3 ⊗ Q[t]) ⊆ sˆl3
χ
(see definition 5.7). Recognizing a Q[w]-module
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structure on each direct summand of L = L− ⊕ L0 ⊕ L+ and unifying them in a
Q[w]-module structure on L (see definition 5.9) provides a further simplification in
the notations: one could have done the same construction for sˆl2, but we have the
feeling that in the case of sˆl2 it would be unnecessary and that on the other hand
it is useful to present both formulations.
The most remarkable difference with respect to A
(1)
1 on one hand and to Mitzman’s
integral form on the other hand lies in the description of the generators of the
imaginary (positive and negative) components; it can be surprising that they are
not what one could expect: U˜0,+Z 6= Z(sym)[hr|r > 0]. More precisely (see remark
5.12 and theorem 5.42)
U˜
0,+
Z 6⊆ Z(sym)[hr|r > 0] and Z(sym)[hr|r > 0] 6⊆ U˜0,+Z ;
as we shall show, we need to somehow “deform” the hr’s (by changhing some of
their signs) to get a basis of U˜0,+Z by the (sym)-construction (see definition 5.11,
example 1.12 and remark 1.17).
Notice that in order to prove that U˜Z is an integral form of U˜ and that B is a Z-
basis of U˜Z (theorem 5.42) it is not necessary to find explicitly all the commutation
formulas between the basis elements. In any case, for completeness, we shall collect
them in the appendix A.
Definition 5.1. sˆl3
χ
(respectively U˜) is the Lie algebra (respectively the associative
algebra) over Q generated by {c, hr, x±r , X±2r+1|r ∈ Z} with relations
c is central
[hr, hs] = δr+s,02r(2 + (−1)r−1)c
[hr, x
±
s ] = ±2(2 + (−1)r−1)x±r+s
(s odd) [hr, X
±
s ] =
{
±4X±r+s if 2|r
0 if 2 6 |r
[x±r , x
±
s ] =
{
0 if 2|r + s
±(−1)sX±r+s if 2 6 |r + s
[x±r , X
±
s ] = [X
±
r , X
±
s ] = 0
[x+r , x
−
s ] = hr+s + δr+s,0rc
(s odd) [x±r , X
∓
s ] = ±(−1)r4x∓r+s
(r, s odd) [X+r , X
−
s ] = 8hr+s + 4δr+s,0rc
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Notice that {x+r , x−r |r ∈ Z} generates U˜.
Moreover {c, hr, x±r , X±2r+1|r ∈ Z} is a basis of sˆl3
χ
; hence the ordered monomials
in these elements (with respect to any total ordering of the basis) is a PBW-basis
of U˜.
U˜
+, U˜−, U˜0 are the subalgebras of U˜ generated respectively by
{x+r |r ∈ Z}, {x−r |r ∈ Z}, {c, hr|r ∈ Z}.
U˜
±,0, U˜±,1 and U˜±,c are the subalgebras of U˜± generated respectively by
{x±r |r ≡ 0 (mod 2)}, {x±r |r ≡ 1 (mod 2)} and {X±2r+1|r ∈ Z}.
U˜
0,+, U˜0,−, U˜0,0, are the subalgebras of U˜ (of U˜0) generated respectively by
{hr|r > 0}, {hr|r < 0}, {c, h0}.
The following remark is a consequence of trivial applications of the PBW-theorem
to different subalgebras of sˆl3
χ
.
Remark 5.2. U˜+ and U˜− are not commutative: [x+0 , x
+
1 ] = −X+1 and [x−0 , x−1 ] =
X−1 .
U˜
±,0, U˜±,1 and U˜±,c are (commutative) algebras of polynomials:
U˜
+,0 ∼= Q[x+2r | r ∈ Z], U˜+,1 ∼= Q[x+2r+1 | r ∈ Z], U˜+,c ∼= Q[X+2r+1 | r ∈ Z],
U˜
−,0 ∼= Q[x−2r | r ∈ Z], U˜−,1 ∼= Q[x−2r+1 | r ∈ Z], U˜−,c ∼= Q[X−2r+1 | r ∈ Z].
We have the following “triangular” decompositions of U˜±:
U˜
± ∼= U˜±,0 ⊗ U˜±,c ⊗ U˜±,1 ∼= U˜±,1 ⊗ U˜±,c ⊗ U˜±,0
Remark that U˜±,c is central in U˜±, so that the images in U˜± of U˜±,0 ⊗ U˜±,c and
U˜
±,1 ⊗ U˜±,c are commutative subalgebras of U˜.
U˜
0 is not commutative: [hr, h−r] 6= 0 if r 6= 0;
U˜
0,+, U˜0,−, U˜0,0, are (commutative) algebras of polynomials:
U˜
0,+ ∼= Q[hr|r > 0], U˜0,− ∼= Q[hr|r < 0], U˜0,0 ∼= Q[c, h0];
Moreover we have the following triangular decomposition of U˜0:
U˜
0 ∼= U˜0,− ⊗ U˜0,0 ⊗ U˜0,+ ∼= U˜0,+ ⊗ U˜0,0 ⊗ U˜0,−.
Remark that U˜0,0 is central in U˜0, so that the images in U˜0 of U˜0,− ⊗ U˜0,0 and
U˜
0,0 ⊗ U˜0,+ are commutative subalgebras of U˜.
Finally remark the triangular decomposition of U˜:
U˜ ∼= U˜− ⊗ U˜0 ⊗ U˜+ ∼= U˜+ ⊗ U˜0 ⊗ U˜−,
and observe that the images of U˜− ⊗ U˜0 and U˜0 ⊗ U˜+ are subalgebras of U˜.
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Definition 5.3. sˆl3
χ
and U˜ are endowed with the following anti/auto/homo/morphisms:
σ is the antiautomorphism defined on the generators by:
x+r 7→ x+r , x−r 7→ x−r , (⇒ X±r 7→ −X±r , hr 7→ −hr, c 7→ −c);
Ω is the antiautomorphism defined on the generators by:
x+r 7→ x−−r, x−r 7→ x+−r, (⇒ X±r 7→ X∓−r, hr 7→ h−r, c 7→ c);
T is the automorphism defined on the generators by:
x+r 7→ x+r−1, x−r 7→ x−r+1, (⇒ X±r 7→ −X±r∓2, hr 7→ hr − δr,0c, c 7→ c);
for all odd integer m ∈ Z, λm is the homomorphism defined on the generators by:
x+r 7→ x+mr , x−r 7→ x−mr, (⇒ X±r 7→ X±mr, hr 7→ hmr, c 7→ mc).
Remark that if m is even λm is not defined on U˜, but it is still defined on U˜
0,+ =
Q[hr|r > 0].
Remark 5.4. σ2 = id
U˜
, Ω2 = id
U˜
, T is invertible of infinite order;
λ2−1 = λ1 = idU˜; λm is not invertible if m 6= ±1.
Remark 5.5. σΩ = Ωσ, σT = Tσ, ΩT = TΩ. Moreover for all m,n odd we have
σλm = λmσ, Ωλm = λmΩ, λmT
±1 = T±mλm, λmλn = λmn.
Remark 5.6. σ
∣∣
U˜±,0
= id
U˜±,0
, σ
∣∣
U˜±,1
= id
U˜±,1
, σ(U˜±,c) = U˜±,c, σ(U˜0,±) = U˜0,±,
σ(U˜0,0) = U˜0,0.
Ω(U˜±,0)= U˜∓,0, Ω(U˜±,1)= U˜∓,1, Ω(U˜±,c)= U˜∓,c, Ω(U˜0,±)= U˜0,∓, Ω
∣∣
U˜0,0
=id
U˜0,0
.
T (U˜±,0) = U˜±,1, T (U˜±,1) = U˜±,0, T (U˜±,c) = U˜±,c, T
∣∣
U˜0,±
= id
U˜0,±
, T (U˜0,0) =
U˜
0,0.
For all odd m ∈ Z:
λm(U˜
±,0) ⊆ U˜±,0, λm(U˜±,1) ⊆ U˜±,1, λm(U˜±,c) ⊆ U˜±,c, λm(U˜0,0) ⊆ U˜0,0,
λm(U˜
0,±) ⊆
{
U˜
0,± ifm > 0
U˜
0,∓ ifm < 0.
Definition 5.7. L, L±, L0, L±,0, L±,1, L±,c are the Lie-subalgebras of sˆl3
χ
gener-
ated by:
L : {x+r , x−r |r ≥ 0},
L+ : {x+r |r ≥ 0}, L− : {x−r |r ≥ 0}, L0 : {hr|r ≥ 0},
L+,0 : {x+2r|r ≥ 0}, L+,1 : {x+2r+1|r ≥ 0}, L+,c : {X+2r+1|r ≥ 0}.
L−,0 : {x−2r|r ≥ 0}, L−,1 : {x−2r+1|r ≥ 0}, L−,c : {X−2r+1|r ≥ 0}.
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Remark 5.8. L0, L±,0, L±,1 and L±,c are commutative Lie-algebras; for these
subalgebras of L the Lie-generators given in definition 5.7 are bases over Q.
Moreover we have Q-vector space decompositions
L = L− ⊕ L0 ⊕ L+, L+ = L+,0 ⊕ L+,1 ⊕ L+,c, L− = L−,0 ⊕ L−,1 ⊕ L−,c.
Finally remark that L+ is T−1-stable and that L− is T -stable; more in detail
T∓1(L±,0) = L±,1, T∓1(L±,1) ⊆ L±,0 (so that L±,0 and L±,1 are T∓2-stable); L±,c
is T∓1-stable.
Definition 5.9. L is endowed with the Q[w]-module structure defined by w
∣∣
L−
=
T
∣∣
L−
, w
∣∣
L+
= T−1
∣∣
L+
, w.hr = hr+1 ∀r ∈ N.
Lemma 5.10. Let ξ1(w), ξ2(w) ∈ Q[w][[u, v]]. Then:
i) [ξ1(w
2).x±0 , ξ2(w
2).x±1 ] = ∓(ξ1ξ2)(−w).X±1 ;
ii) [ξ1(w).x
+
0 , ξ2(w).x
−
0 ] = (ξ1ξ2)(w).h0;
iii) [ξ1(w).x
+
0 , ξ2(w).X
−
1 ] = 4ξ1(−w)ξ2(−w2).x−1 ;
iv) [ξ1(w).h0, ξ2(w).x
±
0 ] = ±(4ξ1(w) − 2ξ1(−w))ξ2(w).x±0 .
Proof. The assertions are just a translation of the defining relations of U˜:
[x±2r, x
±
2s+1], [x
+
r , x
−
s ], [x
+
r , X
−
2s+1], [hr, x
±
s ].
For iv), remark that
2(2 + (−1)r−1)wr = 4wr − 2(−w)r.
Definition 5.11. Here we define some Z-subalgebras of U˜:
U˜Z is the Z-subalgebra of U˜ generated by {(x+r )(k), (x−r )(k)|r ∈ Z, k ∈ N};
U˜
+
Z and U˜
−
Z are the Z-subalgebras of U˜ (and of U˜Z) generated respectively by
{(x+r )(k)|r ∈ Z, k ∈ N}, and {(x−r )(k)|r ∈ Z, k ∈ N};
U˜
±,0
Z = Z
(div)[x±2r|r ∈ Z];
U˜
±,1
Z = Z
(div)[x±2r+1|r ∈ Z];
U˜
±,c
Z = Z
(div)[X±2r+1|r ∈ Z];
U˜
0,0
Z = Z
(bin)[h0, c];
U˜
0,±
Z = Z
(sym)[εrh±r|r > 0] with εr =
{
1 if 4 6 |r
−1 if 4|r ;
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U˜
0
Z is the Z-subalgebra of U˜ generated by U˜
0,−
Z , U˜
0,0
Z and U˜
0,+
Z .
The notations are those of section 1.
In particular remark the definition of U˜0,±Z (where the εr’s represent the neces-
sary “deformation” announced in the introduction of this section, and discussed in
details in proposition 1.22) and introduce the notation
Z[h˜k| ± k > 0] = Z(sym)[εrh±r|r > 0]
where
h˜±(u) =
∑
k∈N
h˜±ku
k = exp
(∑
r>0
(−1)r−1 εrh±r
r
ur
)
.
Remark 5.12. It is worth underlining that h˜+(u) 6= hˆ+(u), where
Z[hˆk|k > 0] = Z(sym)[hr|r > 0],
that is
hˆ+(u) =
∑
k∈N
hˆku
k = exp
(∑
r>0
(−1)r−1hr
r
ur
)
.
More precisely the Z-subalgebras generated respectively by {hˆk|k > 0} and {h˜k|k >
0} are different and not included in each other: indeed h˜1 = hˆ1, h˜2 = hˆ2, h˜3 = hˆ3
but hˆ4 6∈ Z[h˜k|k > 0] and h˜4 6∈ Z[hˆk|k > 0] (see propositions 1.22 and 1.23 and
remark 1.25).
Remark 5.13. Let ξ(w) ∈ Q[w][[u]]; the elements
exp(ξ(w2).x±0 ), exp(ξ(w
2).x±1 ) and exp(ξ(w).X
±
1 )
lie respectively in U˜±,0Z [[u]], U˜
±,1
Z [[u]] and U˜
±,c
Z [[u]] if and only if ξ(w) has integral
coefficients, that is if and only if ξ(w) ∈ Z[w][[u]] (see example 1.6).
Remark also that
hˆ+(u) = exp(ln(1 + wu).h0),
while
h˜+(u) = exp
((
ln(1 + uw) +
1
2
ln(1− u4w4)).h0
)
.
Before entering the study of the integral forms just introduced, we still dwell on
the comparison between h˜+(u) and hˆ+(u), proving lemma 5.15, that will be useful
later.
Lemma 5.14. For all m ∈ Z \ {0} we have
(1 +m2u)
1
m ∈ 1 +muZ[[u]].
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Proof. (1 +
∑
r>0 aru
r)m = 1 +m2u implies
1 +m2u = 1 +m
∑
r>0
aru
r +
∑
k>1
(
m
k
)(∑
r>0
aru
r
)k
.
Let us prove by induction on s that as ∈ mZ:
if s = 1 we have that ma1 = m
2;
if s > 1 the coefficient cs of u
s in
∑
k>1
(
m
k
)(∑
r>0 aru
r
)k
is a combination
with integral coefficients of products of the at’s with t < s, which are all multiple
of m. Then, since k ≥ 2, m2|cs. But mas + cs = 0, thus m|as.
Lemma 5.15. Let us consider the integral forms Z[hˆk|k > 0] and Z[h˜k|k > 0] of
Q[hr|r > 0] (see example 1.12, formula 1.14, definiton 5.11 and remark 5.12); for
all m > 0 recall the Q-algebra homomorphism λm of Q[hr|r > 0] (see proposition
1.18) and define the analogous homomorphism λ˜m mapping each εrhr to εmrhmr
(of course Z[h˜k|k > 0] is λ˜m-stable ∀m > 0).
We have that:
i) if m is odd then λ˜m = λm; in particular Z[h˜k|k > 0] is λm-stable;
ii) λ2(hˆk) ∈ Z[h˜l|l > 0] for all k > 0;
iii) hˆ+(4u)
1
2 ∈ Z[h˜k|k > 0][[u]];
Proof. i) If m is odd then 4|mr⇔ 4|r, hence εmr = εr ∀r > 0 and the claim follows
from proposition 1.18
ii) By proposition 1.18 we know that Z[h˜k|k > 0] is λ˜2-stable; but
λ˜2(h˜+(u
2)) = exp
∑
r>0
(−1)r−1 ε2rh2r
r
u2r = exp
∑
r>0
h2r
r
u2r = λ2(hˆ+(−u2))−1;
equivalently
λ2(hˆ+(u
2)) = λ˜2(h˜+(−u2))−1,
which implies the claim.
iii) Remark that
hˆ+(u)h˜(u)
−1
+ = exp
(
−
∑
r>0
2h4r
4r
u4r
)
= λ˜4(h˜+(−u4))− 12 ;
then
hˆ+(4u)
1
2 = h˜+(4u)
1
2 λ˜4(h˜+(−44u4))− 14 .
Since h˜+(4u) ∈ 1 + 4uZ[h˜k|k > 0][[u]] and λ˜4(h˜+(44u4)) ∈ 1 + 44uZ[h˜k|k > 0][[u]]
we deduce from lemma 5.14 that
h˜+(4u)
1
2 , λ˜4(h˜+(4
4u4))
1
4 ∈ Z[h˜k|k > 0],
which implies the claim.
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Remark 5.16. It is obvious that U˜±,0Z , U˜
±,1
Z , U˜
±,c
Z , U˜
0,±
Z and U˜
0,0
Z are integral
forms respectively of U˜±,0, U˜±,1, U˜±,c, U˜0,± and U˜0,0.
Hence by the commutativity properties we also have that U˜±,0Z U˜
±,c
Z and U˜
±,1
Z U˜
±,c
Z
are integral forms respectively of U˜±,0U˜±,c and U˜±,cU˜±,1.
Analogously U˜0,0Z U˜
0,+
Z and U˜
0,−
Z U˜
0,0
Z are integral forms respectively of U˜
0,0
U˜
0,+
and U˜0,−U˜0,0.
We want to prove that:
1) U˜0Z = U˜
0,−
Z U˜
0,0
Z U˜
0,+
Z , so that U˜
0
Z is an integral form of U˜
0;
2) U˜±Z = U˜
±,1
Z U˜
±,c
Z U˜
±,0
Z , so that U˜
+
Z and U˜
−
Z are integral forms respectively of U˜
+
and U˜−;
3) U˜Z = U˜
−
Z U˜
0
ZU˜
+
Z , so that U˜Z is an integral form of U˜.
It is useful to evidentiate the behaviour of the Z-subalgebras introduced above
under the symmetries of U˜.
Proposition 5.17. The following stability properties under the action of σ, Ω,
T±1 and λm (m ∈ Z odd) hold:
i) U˜Z, U˜
+
Z and U˜
−
Z are σ-stable, T
±1-stable, λm-stable.
U˜Z is also Ω-stable, while Ω(U˜
±
Z ) = U˜
∓
Z .
ii) U˜+,0Z , U˜
+,1
Z and U˜
+,c
Z are σ-stable, T
±2-stable, λm-stable.
U˜
+,c
Z is also T
±1-stable, while T±1(U˜+,0Z ) = U˜
+,1
Z .
Ω(U˜+,0Z ) = U˜
−,0
Z , Ω(U˜
+,1
Z ) = U˜
−,1
Z and Ω(U˜
+,c
Z ) = U˜
−,c
Z .
iii) U˜0,0Z , U˜
0,+
Z and U˜
0,−
Z are σ-stable and T
±1-stable.
U˜
0,0
Z is also Ω-stable and λm-stable; Ω(U˜
0,±
Z ) = U˜
0,∓
Z ; U˜
0,±
Z is λm-stable if m > 0,
while λm(U˜
0,±
Z ) ⊆ U˜0,∓Z if m < 0.
iv) U˜0Z is σ-stable, Ω-stable, T
±1-stable, λm-stable.
Proof. The only non-trivial assertion is the claim that U˜0,+Z is λm-stable when
m > 0, which was proved in lemma 5.15,i).
The assertion about λm(U˜
0,±
Z ) in the general case follows using that
Ω(U˜0,±Z ) = U˜
0,∓
Z = λ−1(U˜
0,±
Z ), λmΩ = Ωλm and λ−m = λ−1λm.
Remark that
σ(h˜±(u))= h˜±(u)
−1, Ω(h˜±(u))=λ−1(h˜±(u))= h˜∓(u), T
±1(h˜±(u))= h˜±(u).
Remark 5.18. The stability properties described in proposition 5.17 imply that:
i) σ(U˜0,−Z U˜
0,0
Z U˜
0,+
Z ) = U˜
0,+
Z U˜
0,0
Z U˜
0,−
Z ; in particular
U˜
0
Z = U˜
0,−
Z U˜
0,0
Z U˜
0,+
Z ⇔ U˜0Z = U˜0,+Z U˜0,0Z U˜0,−Z .
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ii) T±1(U˜+,1Z U˜
+,c
Z U˜
+,0
Z ) = U˜
+,0
Z U˜
+,c
Z U˜
+,1
Z and U˜
+,1
Z U˜
+,c
Z U˜
+,0
Z is T
±2-stable and λm-
stable (m ∈ Z odd); in particular:
U˜
+
Z = U˜
+,1
Z U˜
+,c
Z U˜
+,0
Z ⇔ U˜+Z = U˜+,0Z U˜+,cZ U˜+,1Z .
iii) U˜0ZU˜
+
Z is T
±1-stable and λ−1-stable, and Ω(U˜
0
ZU˜
+
Z ) = U˜
−
Z U˜
0
Z; in particular it is
enough to prove that (x+0 )
(k)h˜+(u) ∈ h˜+(u)U˜+Z [[u]] ∀k ≥ 0 in order to show that
(x+r )
(k)h˜±(u) ∈ h˜±(u)U˜+Z [[u]], h˜±(u)(x−r )(k) ∈ U˜−Z [[u]]h˜±(u) ∀r ∈ Z, k ∈ N,
or equivalently that U˜+Z U˜
0
Z ⊆ U˜0ZU˜+Z and U˜0ZU˜−Z ⊆ U˜−Z U˜0Z.
iv) U˜−Z U˜
0
ZU˜
+
Z is T
±1-stable and λm-stable (m ∈ Z odd); in particular if one shows
that (x+0 )
(k)(x−1 )
(l) ∈ U˜−Z U˜0ZU˜+Z it follows that ∀r, s ∈ Z such that 2 6 |r + s
(x+r )
(k)(x−s )
(l) = T−rλr+s((x
+
0 )
(k)(x−1 )
(l)) ∈ U˜−Z U˜0ZU˜+Z .
Proposition 5.19. The following identities hold in U˜:
hˆ+(u)hˆ−(v) = hˆ−(v)(1 − uv)−4c(1 + uv)2chˆ+(u)
and
h˜+(u)h˜−(v) = h˜−(v)(1 − uv)−4c(1 + uv)2ch˜+(u).
In particular U˜0Z = U˜
0,−
Z U˜
0,0
Z U˜
0,+
Z and U˜
0
Z is an integral form of U˜
0.
Proof. Since [hr, hs] = [εrhr, εshs] = δr+s,02r(2 + (−1)r−1)c, the claim is proposi-
tion 2.11 with m = 4, l = −2.
Lemma 5.20. The following identity holds in U˜ for all r, s ∈ Z:
exp(x+2ru) exp(x
+
2s+1v) = exp(x
+
2s+1v) exp(−X+2r+2s+1uv) exp(x+2ru).
Proof. The claim is an immediate consequence of lemma 2.3,vii), thanks to the
relation [x+2r, x
+
2s+1] = −X+2r+2s+1.
Corollary 5.21. U˜+Z = U˜
+,1
Z U˜
+,c
Z U˜
+,0
Z ; then U˜
±
Z is an integral form of U˜
±.
Proof. From lemma 5.20 we deduce that:
i) (X+2r+1)
(k) ∈ U˜+Z ∀k ∈ N, r ∈ Z; this implies that
U˜
+,c
Z ⊆ U˜+Z and U˜+,1Z U˜+,cZ U˜+,0Z ⊆ U˜+Z .
ii) U˜+,0Z U˜
+,1
Z ⊆ U˜+,1Z U˜+,cZ U˜+,0Z , hence U˜+,1Z U˜+,cZ U˜+,0Z is stable by left multiplication
by U˜+,0Z , hence by U˜Z (which is generated by U˜
+,0
Z and U˜
+,1
Z ).
Since 1 ∈ U˜+,1Z U˜+,cZ U˜+,0Z , we deduce U˜+Z ⊆ U˜+,1Z U˜+,cZ U˜+,0Z , and the claim follows
applying Ω (see proposition 5.17,i)).
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Proposition 5.22. U˜+Z U˜
0,0
Z ⊆ U˜0,0Z U˜+Z ; more precisely
(x+r )
(k)
(
h0
l
)
=
(
h0 − 2k
l
)
(x+r )
(k) ∀r ∈ Z, k, l ∈ N.
Proof. The claim follows by immediate application of 2.5.
Proposition 5.23. In U˜ the following holds:
i) x+0 h˜+(u) = h˜+(u)(1− uT−1)6(1 − u2T−2)−3(1 + u2T−2)(x+0 );
ii) (x+0 )
(k)h˜+(u) ∈ h˜+(u)U˜+Z [[u]] ∀k ∈ N;
iii) U˜+Z U˜
0,+
Z ⊆ U˜0,+Z U˜+Z .
Proof. i) We have that [εrhr, x
+
0 ] = εr2(2 + (−1)r−1)x+r and
εr2(2 + (−1)r−1) =


6 if 2 6 |r
2 = 6− 4 if 2|r and 4 6 |r
−2 = 6− 4− 4 if 4|r,
hence proposition 2.14 applies, with m1 = 6, m2 = −2, m4 = −1 and implies that
x+0 h˜+(u) = h˜+(u)(1 + uT
−1)−6(1− u2T−2)2(1 − u4T−4)(x+0 ) =
= h˜+(u)(1− uT−1)6(1− u2T−2)−3(1 + u2T−2)(x+0 ).
ii) Let us underline that (1− u2)−3(1 + u2) ∈ Z[[u2]], hence from the coefficients of
(1 − u)6 it can be deduced that
(1 − u)6(1− u2)−3(1 + u2) ∈ Z[[u2]] + 2uZ[[u2]]
and
x+0 h˜+(u) = h˜+(u)
∑
r≥0
arx
+
r u
r with ar ∈ Z ∀r ≥ 0 and 2|ar ∀r odd.
If we define y0 =
∑
r≥0 a2rx
+
2ru
2r, y1 =
1
2
∑
r≥0 a2r+1x
+
2r+1u
2r+1 we have that,
thanks to lemma 2.3,viii)
exp(x+0 v)h˜+(u) = h˜+(u) exp((y0 + 2y1)v) =
= h˜+(u) exp(2y1v) exp([y0, y1]v
2) exp(y0v) ∈ h˜+(u)U˜+Z [[u, v]]
from which the claim follows thanks to remark 5.13.
iii) From the T±1-stability of U˜+Z and the fact that T
±1
∣∣
U˜
0,+
Z
= id we deduce that
for all r ∈ Z, k ∈ N
(x+r )
(k)h˜+(u) ∈ h˜+(u)U˜+Z [[u]].
The claim follows recalling that the (x+r )
(k)’s generate U˜+Z and the h˜k’s generate
U˜
0,+
Z .
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Corollary 5.24. U˜±Z U˜
0
Z = U˜
0
ZU˜
±
Z . In particular U˜
0
ZU˜
+
Z and U˜
−
Z U˜
0
Z are subalgebras
of U˜Z.
Proof. U˜+Z U˜
0,0
Z ⊆ U˜0,0Z U˜+Z (see proposition 5.22) and U˜+Z U˜0,+Z ⊆ U˜0,+Z U˜+Z (see
5.23,iii)); moreover
U˜
+
Z U˜
0,−
Z = λ−1(U˜
+
Z U˜
0,+
Z ) ⊆ λ−1(U˜0,+Z U˜+Z ) = U˜0,−Z U˜+Z .
Hence U˜+Z U˜
0
Z ⊆ U˜0ZU˜+Z .
Applying σ we get the reverse inclusion and applying Ω we obtain the claim for
U˜
−
Z .
Now that we have described U˜0Z, U˜
±
Z and the Z-subalgebras generated by U˜
0
Z and
U˜
+
Z (respectively by U˜
0
Z and U˜
−
Z ), in order to show that U˜Z = U˜
−
Z U˜
0
ZU˜
+
Z it remains
to prove that
U˜
0
Z ⊆ U˜Z and U˜+Z U˜−Z ⊆ U˜−Z U˜0ZU˜+Z .
Before attaching this problem in its generality it is worth evidentiating the existence
of some copies of sˆl2 inside sˆl3
χ
, hence of embeddings Uˆ →֒ U˜, that induce some
useful commutation relations in U˜.
Remark 5.25. The Q-linear maps f, F : sˆl2 → sˆl3
χ
defined by
f : x±r 7→ x±2r, hr 7→ h2r, c 7→ 2c
F : x±r 7→
X±2r∓1
4
, hr 7→ h2r
2
− δr,0 c
4
, c 7→ c
2
are Lie-algebra homomorphisms, obviously injective, inducing embeddings f, F :
Uˆ →֒ U˜.
Corollary 5.26. f(Uˆ0,0Z ) ⊆ U˜0,0Z ⊆ U˜Z.
Proof. Since f(Uˆ±Z ) ⊆ U˜±,0Z ⊆ U˜Z we have that f maps UˆZ (which is generated by
Uˆ
+
Z and Uˆ
−
Z ) into U˜Z; in particular f(Uˆ
0,0
Z ) ⊆ U˜Z. But
f(Uˆ0,0Z ) = f(Z
(bin)[h0, c]) = Z
(bin)[h0, 2c],
thus Z(bin)[h0, 2c] ⊆ U˜Z. Since U˜Z is T -stable and T (h0) = h0 − c we also have
Z(bin)[h0 − c] ⊆ U˜Z, so that
f(Uˆ0,0Z ) = Z
(bin)[h0, 2c] ⊆ Z(bin)[h0, c] = Z(bin)[h0, h0 − c] ⊆ U˜Z
which is the claim because U˜0,0Z = Z
(bin)[h0, c].
Proposition 5.27. U˜+,0Z U˜
−,0
Z ⊆ U˜−Z U˜0ZU˜+Z and U˜+,1Z U˜−,1Z ⊆ U˜−Z U˜0ZU˜+Z .
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Proof. U˜+,0Z U˜
−,0
Z = f(Uˆ
+
Z Uˆ
−
Z ) ⊆ f(Uˆ−Z Uˆ0ZUˆ+Z ) = U˜−,0Z f(Uˆ0Z)U˜+,0Z : we want to
prove that f(Uˆ0Z) = f(Uˆ
0,−
Z Uˆ
0,0
Z Uˆ
0,+
Z ) ⊆ U˜0Z.
By corollary 5.26 f(Uˆ0,0Z ) ⊆ U˜0,0Z .
On the other hand
f(Uˆ0,+Z ) = f(Z
(sym)[hr|r > 0]) = Z(sym)[h2r|r > 0] = λ2(Z[hˆk|k > 0]),
hence f(Uˆ0,+Z ) ⊆ Z[h˜k|k > 0] = U˜0,+Z thanks to lemma 5.15 ii).
Finally remark that fΩ = Ωf , thus f(Uˆ0,−Z ) = fΩ(Uˆ
0,+
Z ) ⊆ ΩU˜0,+Z ⊆ U˜0,−Z .
It follows that f(Uˆ0Z) ⊆ U˜0Z and U˜+,0Z U˜−,0Z ⊆ U˜−Z U˜0ZU˜+Z .
The assertion for U˜±,1Z follows applying T , see proposition 5.17,i),ii) and iv).
§5.1 exp(x+0 u) exp(x
−
1 v) and U˜
0,+
Z : here comes the hard work
We shall deal with the commutation between U˜+,0Z and U˜
−,1
Z following the strategy
already proposed for UˆZ and recalling remark 5.18,iv): finding an explicit expression
involving suitable exponentials for
exp(x+0 u) exp(x
−
1 v) ∈ U˜−,1U˜−,cU˜−,0U˜0,+U˜+,1U˜+,cU˜+,0[[u, v]]
and proving that all its coefficients lie in
U˜
−,1
Z U˜
−,c
Z U˜
−,0
Z U˜
0,+
Z U˜
+,1
Z U˜
+,c
Z U˜
+,0
Z ⊆ U˜−Z U˜0ZU˜+Z .
Since here there are more factors involved, the computation is more complicated
than in the case of sˆl2 and the simplification provided by this approach is even
more evident. On the other hand it is not immediately clear from the commutation
formula that our element belongs to U˜−Z U˜
0
ZU˜
+
Z , or better: the factors relative to the
(negative, resp. positive) real root vectors will be evidently elements of U˜−Z , resp.
U˜
+
Z , while proving that the null part lies indeed in U˜
0
Z is not evident at all and will
require a deeper inspection (see remark 5.37, lemma 5.38 and corollary 5.39).
As we shall see, in order to complete the proof that U˜0,+Z ⊆ U˜Z (see proposition
5.41), it is useful to compute also exp(x+0 u) exp(X
−
1 v). The two computations
(exp(x+0 u) exp(yv) with y = x
−
1 or y = X
−
1 ) are essentially the same and will
be performed together (see the considerations from remark 5.28 to lemma 5.32,
of which the propositions 5.33 and 5.34 are straightforward applications); even
though exp(x+0 u) exp(x
−
1 v) presents more symmetries than exp(x
+
0 u) exp(X
−
1 v) (see
remark 5.30,iii)), its interpretation will require more work, since it is not evident
the connection with U˜0,+Z , as just mentioned.
Remark 5.28. Let G = G(u, v) ∈ U˜[[u, v]] and y ∈ L− (see definition 5.7); then
G(u, v) = exp(x+0 u) exp(yv)
if and only if the following two conditions hold:
a) G(0, v) = exp(yv);
b) dduG(u, v) = x
+
0 G(u, v).
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Notation 5.29. In the following G−, G0, G+ will denote elements of U˜[[u, v]] of
the form
G− = exp(α−) exp(β−) exp(γ−),
G+ = exp(γ+) exp(β+) exp(α+),
G0 = exp(η)
with
α− ∈ Q[w2][[u, v]].x−1 , β− ∈ Q[w][[u, v]].X−1 , γ− ∈ Q[w2][[u, v]].x−0 ,
α+ ∈ Q[w2][[u, v]].x+0 , β+ ∈ Q[w][[u, v]].X+1 , γ+ ∈ Q[w2][[u, v]].x+1 ,
η ∈ wQ[w][[u, v]].h0.
G(u, v) will denote the element G(u, v) = G = G−G0G+.
Remark 5.30. Let G = G−G0G+ ∈ U˜[[u, v]] be as in notation 5.29. Then:
i) Of course
dG
du
=
dG−
du
G0G+ +G−
dG0
du
G+ +G−G0
dG+
du
where, considering the commutativity properties, we have that
dG−
du
= exp(α−) exp(β−)
d(α− + β− + γ−)
du
exp(γ−),
dG+
du
= exp(γ+)
d(α+ + β+ + γ+)
du
exp(β+) exp(α+),
dG0
du
=
dη
du
G0.
ii) If moreover G = exp(x+0 u) exp(yv) with y ∈ L−, the property b) of remark 5.28
translates into
x+0 G = exp(α−) exp(β−)
d(α− + β− + γ−)
du
exp(γ−)G
0G++
+G−
dη
du
G0G+ +G−G0 exp(γ+)
d(α+ + β+ + γ+)
du
exp(β+) exp(α+).
iii) If in particular y = x−1 , then Tλ−1Ω(G(u, v)) = G(v, u); hence
G−(u, v) = Tλ−1Ω(G
+)(v, u),
α−(u, v) = Tλ−1Ω(α+)(v, u),
β−(u, v) = Tλ−1Ω(β+)(v, u),
γ−(u, v) = Tλ−1Ω(γ+)(v, u),
η(u, v) = η(v, u).
Observe that Tλ−1Ω(X
+
2r+1) = −X−2r+3 ∀r ∈ Z.
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The following lemma is based on lemma 2.3, iv) and on the defining relations of U˜
(definition 5.1).
Lemma 5.31. With the notations fixed in 5.29 we have that:
i) x+0 exp(α−) =
= exp(α−)
(
x+0 + [x
+
0 , α−] +
1
2
[[x+0 , α−], α−] +
1
6
[[[x+0 , α−], α−], α−]
)
;
ii) x+0 exp(α−) exp(β−) = exp(α−) exp(β−)·
·
(
x+0 + [x
+
0 , α−] +
1
2
[[x+0 , α−], α−] +
1
6
[[[x+0 , α−], α−], α−] + [x
+
0 , β−]
)
;
iii) (x+0 + [x
+
0 , α−]) exp(γ−) =
= exp(γ−)
(
x+0 + [x
+
0 , α−] + [x
+
0 , γ−]
)
+
+
(
[[x+0 , α−], γ−] +
1
2
[[x+0 , γ−], γ−]−
1
2
[[[x+0 , α−], γ−], γ−]
)
exp(γ−);
iv) x+0 exp(η) = exp(η)(y0 + y1) with
y0 ∈ Q[w2][[u, v]].x+0 , y1 ∈ wQ[w2][[u, v]].x+0 ;
v) (y0 + y1) exp(γ+) = exp(γ+)(y0 + y1 + [y0, γ+]).
vi) In conclusion
x+0 G =
dG
du
if and only if the following relations hold:
dα−
du
= [x+0 , β−] + [[x
+
0 , α−], γ−]
dβ−
du
=
1
6
[[[x+0 , α−], α−], α−]−
1
2
[[[x+0 , α−], γ−], γ−]
dγ−
du
=
1
2
[[x+0 , α−], α−] +
1
2
[[x+0 , γ−], γ−]
dη
du
= [x+0 , γ−] + [x
+
0 , α−]
dα+
du
= y0
dβ+
du
= [y0, γ+]
dγ+
du
= y1.
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Proof. i)-v) are straightforward repeated applications of lemma 2.3,iv) remarking
that:
i) and ii): [[[x+0 , α−], α−], α−] ∈ U˜−,c[[u, v]], hence it commutes with both α− and
β− (which are in U˜
−[[u, v]]);
ii): β− ∈ U˜−,c[[u, v]], hence it commutes also with [[x+0 , α−], α−] and [x+0 , β−]
(which belong to U˜−[[u, v]]) and with [x+0 , α−] (because [h2r+1, U˜
−,c] = 0 ∀r ∈ Z);
iii): [[x+0 , γ−], γ−] and [[[x
+
0 , α−], γ−], γ−] belong respectively to U˜
−,0[[u, v]] and
U˜
−,c[[u, v]], so that they commute with γ− ∈ U˜−,0[[u, v]]; the claim follows from
the identities
(x+0 + [x
+
0 , α−]) exp(γ−) = exp(γ−) ·
(
x+0 + [x
+
0 , α−]+
+[x+0 , γ−] + [[x
+
0 , α−], γ−] +
1
2
[[x+0 , γ−], γ−] +
1
2
[[[x+0 , α−], γ−], γ−]
)
and
exp(γ−)[[x
+
0 , α−], γ−] = ([[x
+
0 , α−], γ−]− [[[x+0 , α−], γ−], γ−]) exp(γ−);
iv): lemma 2.13 implies that exp(η)−1x+0 exp(η) ∈ Q[w][[u, v]].x+0 ;
v): γ+ ∈ U˜+,1[[u, v]] commutes with both y1 ∈ U˜+,1[[u, v]] and [y0, γ+] ∈ U˜+,c[[u, v]].
Point vi) is a consequence of points i)-v) and remark 5.30,i).
Lemma 5.32. By abuse of notation let α±, β±, γ±, η and y0 (see notation 5.29
and lemma 5.31,iv)) denote also the elements of Q[w][[u, v]] such that
α+ = α+(w
2).x+0 , β+ = β+(w).X
+
1 , γ+ = γ+(w
2).x+1 ,
α− = α−(w
2).x−1 , β− = β−(w).X
−
1 , γ− = γ−(w
2).x−0 ,
η = η(w).h0.
Then the relations of lemma 5.31,vi) become:
dα−(w
2)
du
= 4β−(−w2)− 6α−(w2)γ−(w2),
dβ−(w)
du
= α−(−w)(wα2−(−w) − 3γ2−(−w)),
dγ−(w
2)
du
= −3w2α2−(w2)− γ2−(w2),
dη(w)
du
= wα−(w
2) + γ−(w
2),
d(α+(w
2) + wγ+(w
2))
du
= exp(−4η(w) + 2η(−w)),
dβ+(w)
du
= −dα+(−w)
du
γ+(−w).
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Proof. The claim is obtained using lemma 5.10.
Proposition 5.33.
exp(x+0 u) exp(X
−
1 v) =
= exp(α−) exp(β−) exp(γ−) exp(η) exp(γ+) exp(β+) exp(α+)
where, with the notations of lemma 5.32,
α−(w) =
4uv
1− 42wu4v2 , α+(w) =
u
1− 42wu4v2 ,
β−(w) =
(1 + 3 · 42wu4v2)v
(1 + 42wu4v2)2
, β+(w) =
(1− 42wu4v2)u4v
(1 + 42wu4v2)2
,
γ−(w) =
−42wu3v2
1− 42wu4v2 , γ+(w) =
−4u3v
1− 42wu4v2 ,
η(w) =
1
2
ln(1 + 4wu2v).
In particular:
i) (x+0 )
(k)(X−1 )
(l) ∈ U˜−Z U˜0ZU˜+Z for all k, l ∈ N;
ii) hˆ+(4u)
1
2 ∈ U˜Z[[u]].
Proof. We use the notation fixed in 5.29.
It is obvious that G(0, v) = exp(X−1 v), so that the condition a) of remark 5.28 is
fulfilled, and we need to verify condition b), following lemmas 5.31,vi) and 5.32.
Remark that
dη(w)
du
=
4wuv
1 + 4wu2v
=
4wuv(1 − 4wu2v)
1− 42w2u4v2 = wα−(w
2) + γ−(w
2)
and
exp(−4η(w) + 2η(−w)) = 1− 4wu
2v
(1 + 4wu2v)2
,
α+(w
2) + wγ+(w
2) =
u(1− 4wu2v)
1− 42w2u4v2 =
u
1 + 4wu2v
,
so that
d(α+(w
2) + wγ+(w
2))
du
=
1 + 4wu2v − 8wu2v
(1 + 4wu2v)2
= exp(−4η(w) + 2η(−w)).
Now let us recall that for all n,m ∈ N
d
du
un
(1− au4)m =
nun−1 + (4m− n)aun+3
(1− au4)m+1 ,
hence, fixing a = 42w2v2, we get
dα−(w
2)
du
=
4v(1 + 3au4)
(1− au4)2 ,
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dβ−(−w2)
du
=
−4au3v(1 + 3au4)
(1− au4)3 ,
dγ−(w
2)
du
=
−a(3u2 + au6)
(1− au4)2 ,
dα+(w
2)
du
=
1 + 3au4
(1− au4)2 ,
dβ+(−w2)
du
=
4vu3(1 + 3au4)
(1 − au4)3 .
The relations to prove are then equivalent to the following:
4v(1 + 3au4) = 4(1− 3au4)v + 6 · 4uv · au3,
−4au3v(1 + 3au4) = 4uv(−w242u2v2 − 3a2u6),
−a(3u2 + au6) = −3w2 · 42u2v2 − a2u6,
4u3v(1 + 3au4) = (1 + 3au4)4u3v,
which are easily verified.
Then, since α±, β±, γ± have integral coefficients, i) follows from example 1.6,
remark 5.13 and lemma 5.15,iii).
ii) follows at once from the above considerations, inverting the exponentials.
Proposition 5.34.
exp(x+0 u) exp(x
−
1 v) =
= exp(α−) exp(β−) exp(γ−) exp(η) exp(γ+) exp(β+) exp(α+)
where, with the notations of lemma 5.32,
α+(w) =
(1 + wu2v2)u
1− 6wu2v2 + w2u4v4 , α−(w) =
(1 + wu2v2)v
1− 6wu2v2 + w2u4v4 ,
β+(w) =
(1 − 4wu2v2 − w2u4v4)u3v
(1 + 6wu2v2 + w2u4v4)2
, β−(w) =
(1− 4wu2v2 − w2u4v4)wuv3
(1 + 6wu2v2 + w2u4v4)2
,
γ+(w) =
(−3 + wu2v2)u2v
1− 6wu2v2 + w2u4v4 , γ−(w) =
(−3 + wu2v2)wuv2
1− 6wu2v2 + w2u4v4 ,
η(w) =
1
2
ln(1 + 2wuv − w2u2v2).
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Proof. We use the notations fixed in 5.29.
It is obvious that G(0, v) = exp(x−1 v), so that the condition a) of remark 5.28 is
fulfilled, and we need to verify condition b), following lemma 5.32.
First of all remark that
1− 6t2 + t4 = (1 + 2t− t2)(1 − 2t− t2)
and that
1 + t2 + (−3 + t2)t = 1− 3t+ t2 + t3 = (1− t)(1− 2t− t2);
thus, replacing t by wuv, we get
α+(w
2) + wγ+(w
2) =
(1− wuv)u
1 + 2wuv − w2u2v2
and
wα−(w
2) + γ−(w
2) =
(1− wuv)wv
1 + 2wuv − w2u2v2 .
Hence the relations of lemma 5.32 involving η are easily proved:
dη(w)
du
=
(1− wuv)wv
1 + 2wuv − w2u2v2 = wα−(w
2) + γ−(w
2)
and
exp(−4η(w) + 2η(−w)) = 1− 2wuv − w
2u2v2
(1 + 2wuv − w2u2v2)2
while, on the other hand,
d
dt
t− t2
1 + 2t− t2 =
1− 2t− t2
(1 + 2t− t2)2
so that
d
du
(α+(w
2) + wγ+(w
2)) =
1− 2wuv − w2u2v2
(1 + 2wuv − w2u2v2)2
and
exp(−4η(w) + 2η(−w)) = d
du
(α+(w
2) + wγ+(w
2)).
In order to prove the remaining relations remark that for all n,m ∈ N
d
dt
tn
(1− 6t2 + t4)m =
ntn−1 + 6(2m− n)tn+1 + (n− 4m)tn+3
(1− 6t2 + t4)m+1 ,
which helps to compute the derivative of α±(w
2), β±(−w2), γ−(w2), fixing t = wuv
and recalling that ddu = wv
d
dt :
dα−(w
2)
du
=
wv2(14t− 4t3 − 2t5)
(1 − 6t2 + t4)2 ,
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dβ−(−w2)
du
=
w2v3(−1− 30t2 − 12t4 + 14t6 − 3t8)
(1− 6t2 + t4)3 ,
dγ−(w
2)
du
=
w2v2(−3− 15t2 + 3t4 − t6)
(1− 6t2 + t4)2 ,
dα+(w
2)
du
=
1 + 9t2 − 9t4 − t6
(1− 6t2 + t4)2 ,
dβ+(−w2)
du
=
w−2v−1(3t2 + 26t4 − 36t6 + 6t8 + t10)
(1− 6t2 + t4)3 .
The relations to prove are then equivalent to the following:
14t− 4t3 − 2t5 = −4(1 + 4t2 − t4)t− 6(1 + t2)(−3 + t2)t,
−1− 30t2 − 12t4 + 14t6 − 3t8 = (1 + t2)(−(1 + t2)2 − 3(−3 + t2)2t2),
−3− 15t2 + 3t4 − t6 = −3(1 + t2)2 − (−3 + t2)2t2,
3t2 + 26t4 − 36t6 + 6t8 + t10 = −(1 + 9t2 − 9t4 − t6)(−3 + t2)t2,
which are easily verified.
Remark 5.35. Since (1 + 2t − t2)−1 ∈ Z[[t]] proposition 5.34 implies that G± ∈
U˜
±
Z [[u, v]] (see notation 5.29). Then, in order to prove that
(x+0 )
(k)(x−1 )
(l) ∈ U˜−Z U˜0ZU˜+Z ,
we just need to show that exp(η) ∈ U˜0Z[[u, v]]. This will imply that U˜−Z U˜0ZU˜+Z is
closed under multiplication, hence it is an integral form of U˜, obviously containing
U˜Z.
In order to prove that U˜Z = U˜
−
Z U˜
0
ZU˜
+
Z we need to show in addition that U˜
0
Z ⊆ U˜Z.
The last part of this paper is devoted to prove that
exp
(
1
2
ln(1 + 2u− u2).h0
)
∈ U˜0Z[[u]]
(see corollary 5.39) and that U˜0Z ⊆ U˜Z (see proposition 5.41).
Notation 5.36. In the following d : Z+ → Q denotes the function defined by∑
n>0
(−1)n−1 dn
n
un =
1
2
ln(1 + 2u− u2)
and d˜ = εd (that is d˜n = εndn for all n > 0, where εn has been defined in definition
5.11).
Remark that with this notation we have exp(η) = hˆ
{d}
+ (uv) (η as in lemma 5.32 and
proposition 5.34, hˆ
{d}
+ (u) as in notation 1.20, where we replace hˆ
{d}(u) by hˆ
{d}
+ (u)
in order to distinguish it from its symmetric hˆ
{d}
− (u) = Ω(hˆ
{d}
+ (u))).
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Remark 5.37. From 1 + 2u− u2 = (1 + (1 +√2)u)(1 + (1−√2)u), we get that:
i) for all n ∈ Z+ dn = 12 ((1 +
√
2)n + (1 −√2)n); equivalently ∃δn ∈ Z such that
∀n ∈ Z+ (1 +
√
2)n = dn + δn
√
2.
ii) dn is odd for all n ∈ Z+; δn is odd if and only if n is odd.
iii) Z[hˆ
{d}
k |k > 0] 6⊆ Z[hˆk|k > 0] (indeed (µ ∗ d)(4) = d4 − d2 = 17− 3 = 14, which
is not a multiple of 4, see propositions 1.22 and 1.23).
iv) Z[hˆ
{d}
k |k > 0] ⊆ Z[h˜k|k > 0] if and only if Z[hˆ{d˜}k |k > 0] ⊆ Z[hˆk|k > 0].
Lemma 5.38. Let p,m, r ∈ Z+ be such that p is prime and (m, p) = 1. Then
if pr = 4 pr = 4|d4m + d2m,
if pr 6= 4 pr|dprm − dpr−1m.
Proof. The claim is obvious for pr = 2 since the dn’s are all odd.
In general if n is any positive integer it follows from remark 5.37 that
dnp + δnp
√
2 = (dn + δn
√
2)p.
If p = 2 this means that
d2n = d
2
n + 2δ
2
n,
δ2n = 2dnδn,
hence
2r||δ2rm (recall that δm is odd since m is odd)
d2rm ≡ d22r−1m (mod 22r−1),
from which it follows that
d2m ≡ −1 (mod 4),
d2rm ≡ 1 (mod 2r+1) if r > 1 :
indeed, since dm and δm are odd,
d2m ≡(8) 1 + 2 ≡(4) −1,
while if r ≥ 2 then 2r − 1 ≥ r + 1 and by induction on r we get
d2rm ≡ d22r−1m = (±1 + 2rk)2 ≡ 1 (mod 2r+1).
These last relations immediately imply the claim for p = 2.
Now let p 6= 2. Then
dpn =
∑
h≥0
(
p
2h
)
2hdp−2hn δ
2h
n ,
δpn =
∑
h≥0
(
p
2h+ 1
)
2hdp−2h−1n δ
2h+1
n .
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Suppose that dn = d+ p
r−1k, δn = δ + p
r−1k′ with k = k′ = 0 if r = 1. Then
dpn ≡
∑
h≥0
(
p
2h
)
2hdp−2hδ2h (mod pr),
δpn ≡
∑
h≥0
(
p
2h+ 1
)
2hdp−2h−1δ2h+1 (mod pr).
The above relations allow us to prove by induction on r > 0 that if ζp is defined by
the properties ζp ∈ {±1}, ζp ≡(p) 2
p−1
2 then
dprm ≡ dpr−1m (mod pr) and δprm ≡ ζpδpr−1m (mod pr) :
indeed if r = 1
dpm ≡ dpm ≡ dm (mod p),
δpm ≡ 2
p−1
2 δpm ≡ ζpδm (mod p);
if r > 1 then
dprm ≡(pr)
∑
h≥0
(
p
2h
)
2hdp−2hpr−2mδ
2h
pr−2m ≡(pr) dpr−1m,
δprm ≡(pr) ζp
∑
h≥0
(
p
2h+ 1
)
2hdp−2h−1pr−2m δ
2h+1
pr−2m ≡(pr) ζpδpr−1m.
Corollary 5.39. hˆ
{d}
n ∈ Z[h˜k|k > 0] for all n > 0.
In particular (x+0 )
(k)(x−1 )
(l) ∈ U˜−Z U˜0ZU˜+Z ∀k, l ∈ N.
Proof. The claim follows from propositions 1.22 and 1.23, remark 5.37 and lemma
5.38, remarking that if m is odd then
d4m + d2m = −(d˜4m − d˜2m)
while if (m, p) = 1 and pr 6= 4 then
dprm − dpr−1m = ±(d˜prm − d˜pr−1m).
Thus for all n > 0 hˆ
{d˜}
n ∈ Z[hˆk|k > 0] and hˆ{d}n ∈ Z[h˜k|k > 0].
Corollary 5.40. U˜+Z U˜
−
Z ⊆ U˜−Z U˜0ZU˜+Z ; equivalently U˜−Z U˜0ZU˜+Z is an integral form
of U˜.
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Proof. The proof is identical to that of proposition 4.27 replacing Uˆ with U˜, having
care to remark that in this case, too,
(x+r )
(k)(x−s )
(l) ∈
∑
m≥0
U˜
−
Z,−l+mU˜
0
ZU˜
+
Z,k−m ∀r, s ∈ Z, ∀k, l ∈ N :
if r + s is even this follows at once comparing proposition 5.27 with the properties
of the gradation, while if r + s is odd it is true by proposition 5.34 and remark
5.18,iv).
Proposition 5.41. U˜0Z ⊆ U˜Z and U˜Z = U˜−Z U˜0ZU˜+Z .
Proof. Let Z be the Z-subalgebra of Q[hr|r > 0] generated by the coefficients of
hˆ
{d}
+ (u) and of hˆ+(4u)
1/2. Remark that, by propositions 5.33 and 5.34, Z ⊆ U˜Z.
We have already proved that Z ⊆ Z[h˜k|k > 0] (see lemma 5.15,iii) and corollary
5.39). Let us prove, by induction on j, that h˜j ∈ Z for all j > 0.
If j = 1 the claim depends on the equality h˜1 = h1 = hˆ
{d}
1 (since ε1 = d1 = 1).
Let j > 1 and suppose that h˜1, ..., h˜j−1 ∈ Z.
We notice that if a : Z+ → Z is such that hˆ{a}j ∈ Z then aj h˜j ∈ Z: indeed it is
always true that
h˜j − εjhj
j
∈ Q[h1, ..., hj−1]
and
hˆ
{a}
j −
ajhj
j
∈ Q[h1, ..., hj−1]
from which we get that
hˆ
{a}
j − εjaj h˜j ∈ Q[h1, ..., hj−1];
but the condition hˆ
{a}
j ∈ Z ⊆ Z[h˜k|k > 0] and the inductive hypothesis Z[h˜1, ..., h˜j−1] ⊆
Z imply that
hˆ
{a}
j − εjaj h˜j ∈ Q[h1, ..., hj−1] ∩ Z[h˜k|k > 0] = Z[h˜1, ..., h˜j−1] ⊆ Z
hence aj h˜j ∈ Z.
This in particular holds for a = d and for hˆ{a}(u) = hˆ+(4u)
1
2 , hence
dj h˜j ∈ Z and 22j−1h˜j ∈ Z.
But (dj , 2
2j−1) = 1 because dj is odd, hence h˜j ∈ Z.
Then U˜0,+Z = Z[h˜k|k > 0] = Z ⊆ U˜Z and, applying Ω, U˜0,−Z ⊆ U˜Z. The claim
follows recalling corollary 5.26.
We can now collect all the results obtained till now in the main theorem of this
work.
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Theorem 5.42. The Z-subalgebra U˜Z of U˜ generated by
{(x+r )(k), (x−r )(k)|r ∈ Z, k ∈ N}
is an integral form of U˜.
More precisely
U˜Z
∼= U˜−,1Z ⊗ U˜−,cZ ⊗ U˜−,0Z ⊗ U˜0,−Z ⊗ U˜0,0Z ⊗ U˜0,+Z ⊗ U˜+,1Z ⊗ U˜+,cZ ⊗ U˜+,0Z
and a Z-basis of U˜Z is given by the product
B−,1B−,cB−,0B0,−B0,0B0,+B+,1B+,cB+,0
where B±,0, B±,1, B±,c, B0,± and B0,0 are the Z-bases respectively of U˜±,0Z , U˜
±,1
Z ,
U˜
±,c
Z , U˜
0,±
Z and U˜
0,0
Z given as follows:
B±,0 =
{
(x
±,0
)(k) =
∏
r∈Z
(x±2r)
(kr)|k : Z→ N is finitely supported
}
B±,1 =
{
(x
±,1
)(k) =
∏
r∈Z
(x±2r+1)
(kr)|k : Z→ N is finitely supported
}
B±,c =
{
(X
±
)(k) =
∏
r∈Z
(X±2r+1)
(kr)|k : Z→ N is finitely supported
}
B0,± =
{
h˜k± =
∏
l∈N
h˜kl±l|k : N→ N is finitely supported
}
B0,0 =
{(h0
k
)(
c
k˜
)
|k, k˜ ∈ N
}
.
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§A Straightening formulas of A
(2)
2
For the sake of completeness we collect here the commutation formulas of A
(2)
2 ,
inserting also the formulas that we didn’t need for the proof of theorem 5.42.
Notation A.1 and remark A.2 will help writing some of the following straightening
relations and to understand the origin of some apparently misterious terms.
Notation A.1. Given p(t) ∈ Q[[t]] let us define p+(t), p−(t) ∈ Q[[t2]] and p0(t) ∈
Q[[t]] by
p(t) = p+(t) + tp−(t), p0(t
2) =
1
2
p+(t)p−(t).
Remark that the maps p(t) 7→ p+(t) and p(t) 7→ p−(t) are homomorphisms of
Q[[t2]]-modules while q(t) ∈ Q[[t2]], q˜(t2) = q(t)⇒ (qp)0(t) = q˜(t)2p0(t).
Remark A.2. Given p(t) ∈ Q[[t]] we have that
exp(p(uw).x+0 ) =
= exp(p+(uw).x
+
0 ) exp(up0(−u2w).X+1 ) exp(up−(uw).x+1 ) =
= exp(up−(uw).x
+
1 ) exp(−up0(−u2w).X+1 ) exp(p+(uw).x+0 ).
We shall now list a complete set of straightening formulas in U˜Z.
I) Zero commutations regarding U˜0,0Z :(
c
k
)
is central in U˜Z;
(
h0
k
)
is central in U˜0Z :
[(
h0
k
)
, h˜l
]
= 0 ∀k ≥ 0, l 6= 0.
II) Relations in U˜0,+Z (from which those in U˜
0,−
Z follow as well):
U˜
0,+
Z is commutative : [h˜k, h˜l] = 0 ∀k, l > 0;
λ˜m(h˜+(−um)) =
m∏
j=1
h˜+(−ωju) ∀m ∈ Z+
where ω is a primitive mth root of 1, that is
λ˜m(h˜k) = (−1)(m−1)k
∑
(k1,...,km):
k1+...+km=mk
ω
∑m
j=1 jkj h˜k1 . . . h˜km ;
if m is odd
λm(h˜k) = λ˜m(h˜k) ∀k ≥ 0;
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if m is even
λm(hˆ+(u)) = λ˜m(h˜+((−1)m2 u)−1);
hˆ+(u) = h˜+(u)λ˜4(h˜+(−u4)− 12 ) = h˜+(u) 12 h˜+(−u)− 12 h˜+(iu)− 12 h˜+(−iu)− 12 ,
hˆ
{d}
+ (u) = hˆ+((1 +
√
2)u)
1
2 hˆ+((1−
√
2)u)
1
2 =
∏
m>0
λ˜m(h˜+(u
m))km
where the km’s are integers defined by the identity
1 + 2u− u2 = (1 − 2u− u2)(1 + 6u2 + u4)
∏
m>0
(1 + um)4km .
The corresponding relations in U˜0,−Z are obtained applying Ω, that is just replacing
h˜k, h˜+(u) and hˆ+(u) with h˜−k, h˜−(u) and hˆ−(u).
III) Other straightening relations in U˜0Z:
h˜+(u)h˜−(v) = h˜−(v)(1 − uv)−4c(1 + uv)2ch˜+(u).
IV) Commuting elements and straightening relations in U˜+Z (and in U˜
−
Z ):
(X+2r+1)
(k) is central in U˜+Z :
[(X+2r+1)
(k), (x+s )
(l)] = 0 = [(X+2r+1)
(k), (X+2s+1)
(l)] ∀r, s ∈ Z, k, l ∈ N;
if r + s is even [(x+r )
(k), (x+s )
(l)] = 0 ∀k, l ∈ N;
if r + s is odd exp(x+r u) exp(x
+
s v) = exp(x
+
s v) exp((−1)sX+r+suv) exp(x+r u).
All the relations in U˜−Z are obtained from those in U˜
+
Z applying the antiautomor-
phism Ω; in particular if r + s is odd
exp(x−r u) exp(x
−
s v) = exp(x
−
s v) exp((−1)rX−r+suv) exp(x−r u).
V) Straightening relations for U˜+Z U˜
0,0
Z (and for U˜
0,0
Z U˜
−
Z ): ∀r ∈ Z, k, l ∈ N
(x+r )
(k)
(
h0
l
)
=
(
h0 − 2k
l
)
(x+r )
(k),
(X+2r+1)
(k)
(
h0
l
)
=
(
h0 − 4k
l
)
(X+2r+1)
(k),
and (
h0
l
)
(x−r )
(k) = (x−r )
(k)
(
h0 − 2k
l
)
,
(
h0
l
)
(X−2r+1)
(k) = (X−2r+1)
(k)
(
h0 − 4k
l
)
.
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VI) Straightening relations for U˜+Z U˜
0,+
Z (and for U˜
+
Z U˜
0,−
Z , U˜
0,±
Z U˜
−
Z ):
(X+2r+1)
(k)h˜+(u) = h˜+(u)
(
(1− u2T−1)2X+2r+1
)(k)
and
(x+r )
(k)h˜+(u) = h˜+(u)
(
(1 − uT−1)6(1 + u2T−2)
(1 − u2T−2)3 x
+
r
)(k)
;
the expression for
(
(1−uT−1)6(1+u2T−2)
(1−u2T−2)3 x
+
r
)(k)
can be straightened more explicitly:
setting p(t) = (1− t)6 we have
p+(t) = 1 + 15t
2 + 15t4 + t8,
p−(t) = −6− 20t2 − 6t4,
p0(t) = −(1 + 15t+ 15t2 + t4)(3 + 10t+ 3t2),
so that
exp(x+r v)h˜+(u) = h˜+(u) exp
(
(1− uT−1)6(1 + u2T−2)
(1− u2T−2)3 x
+
r v
)
=
= h˜+(u) exp
(
p−(uT
−1)(1 + u2T−2)
(1− u2T−2)3 x
+
r+1uv
)
·
· exp
(
(−1)r−1p0(−u2T−1)(1 − u2T−1)2
(1 + u2T−1)6
X+2r+1uv
2
)
·
· exp
(
p+(uT
−1)(1 + u2T−2)
(1− u2T−2)3 x
+
r v
)
.
Applying the homomorphism λ−1 (that is x
+
s 7→ x+−s, X+s 7→ X+−s, h˜+ 7→ h˜−,
T−1 7→ T ) one immediately gets the expression for (X+2r+1)(k)h˜−(u) and for exp(x+r v)h˜−(u).
Applying the antiautomorphism Ω (x+s 7→ x−−s, X+s 7→ X−−s, h˜+ ↔ h˜−) one gets
analogously the expression for h˜±(u)(X
−
2r+1)
(k) and for h˜±(u) exp(x
−
r v).
VII) Straightening relations for U˜+Z U˜
−
Z :
VII,a) sl2-like relations: ∀r ∈ Z
exp(x+r u)exp(x
−
−rv) = exp
( x−−rv
1 + uv
)
(1 + uv)h0+rcexp
( x+r u
1 + uv
)
,
exp(X+2r+1u)exp(X
−
−2r−1v) = exp
(X−−2r−1v
1 + 42uv
)
(1 + 42uv)
h0
2 +
(2r+1)c
4 exp
( X+2r+1u
1 + 42uv
)
.
VII,b) sˆl2-like relations:
if r + s 6= 0 is even
exp(x+r u) exp(x
−
s v) =
= exp
(
1
1 + uvT r+s
x−s v
)
λr+s(hˆ+(uv)) exp
(
1
1 + uvT−r−s
x+r v
)
,
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while ∀r + s 6= 0
exp(X+2r+1u) exp(X
−
2s−1v) =
= exp
(
1
1 + 4T s+ruv
X−2s−1v
)
·
·λ2(r+s)(hˆ+(42uv)
1
2 )·
· exp
(
1
1 + 4uvT−s−r
X+2r+1u
)
.
VII,c) Straightening relations for U˜+,0Z U˜
−,c
Z (and U˜
+,1
Z U˜
−,c
Z , U˜
+,c
Z U˜
−, 01
Z ):
exp(x+0 u) exp(X
−
1 v) =
= exp
(
4
1− 42w2u4v2 x
−
1 uv
)
exp
( −42w2
1− 42w2u4v2x
−
0 u
3v2
)
·
· exp
(
1 + 3 · 42wu4v2
(1 + 42wu4v2)2
X−1 v
)
hˆ+(4u
2v)
1
2 exp
(
1− 42w−1u4v2
(1 + 42w−1u4v2)2
X+1 u
4v
)
·
· exp
( −4
1− 42w−2u4v2x
+
1 u
3v
)
exp
(
1
1− 42w−2u4v2x
+
0 u
)
,
which can be written in a more compact way observing that
1
1− 42t2 =
(
1
1 + 4t
)
+
,
−4
1− 42t2 =
(
1
1 + 4t
)
−
,
(
1
1 + 4t
)
0
=
−2
(1 − 42t)2 :
exp(x+0 u) exp(X
−
1 v) =
= exp
(
4
1 + 4wu2v
x−1 uv
)
exp
(
1
1 + 42wu4v2
X−1 v
)
·
·hˆ+(4u2v) 12 exp
(
1
1 + 4w−1u2v
x+0 u
)
exp
(
− 1
1 + 42w−1u4v2
X+1 u
4v
)
;
that is more symmetric but less explicit in terms of the given basis of U˜Z.
Applying the homomorphism T−rλ2r+2s+1 (that is x
±
l 7→ x±l(2r+2s+1)±r , X±1 7→
(−1)rX±2r+2s+1±2r, hˆk 7→ λ2r+2s+1(hˆk), w
∣∣
L±
7→ T∓(2r+2s+1)) one deduces the
expression for exp(x+r u) exp(X
−
2s+1v).
Applying Ω one analogously gets the expression for exp(X+2r+1u) exp(x
−
s v).
VII,d) The remaining relations:
exp(x+0 u) exp(x
−
1 v) =
= exp
(
1 + w2u2v2
1− 6w2u2v2 + w4u4v4x
−
1 v
)
exp
( −3 + w2u2v2
1− 6w2u2v2 + w4u4v4 x
−
2 uv
2
)
·
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· exp
(
− 1− 4wu
2v2 − w2u4v4
(1 + 6wu2v2 + w2u4v4)2
X−3 uv
3
)
hˆ
{d}
+ (uv)·
· exp
(
1− 4wu2v2 − w2u4v4
(1 + 6wu2v2 + w2u4v4)2
X+1 u
3v
)
·
· exp
( −3 + w2u2v2
1− 6w2u2v2 + w4u4v4 x
+
1 u
2v
)
exp
(
1 + w2u2v2
(1− 6w2u2v2 + w4u4v4)2x
+
0 u
)
or, as well,
exp(x+0 u) exp(x
−
1 v) =
= exp
(
1− wuv
1 + 2wuv − w2u2v2 x
−
1 v
)
exp
(
1
2(1 + 6wu2v2 + w2u4v4)
X−3 uv
3
)
·
·hˆ{d}+ (uv)·
· exp
(
1− wuv
1 + 2wuv − w2u2v2x
+
0 u
)( −1
2(1 + 6wu2v2 + w2u4v4)
X+1 u
3v
)
.
The general straightening formula for exp(x+r u) exp(x
−
s v) when r + s is odd is
obtained from the case r = 0, s = 1 applying T−rλr+s, remarking that w
∣∣
L±
7→
T∓(r+s).
§B Garland’s description of Uim,+Z
In this appendix we focus on the imaginary positive part Uim,+Z of UZ = UZ(g)
(see section 0) when g is an affine Kac-Moody algebra of rank 1 (that is g = sˆl2 or
g = sˆl3
χ
: these cases are enough to understand also the cases of higher rank): we
aim at a better understanding of Garland’s (and Mitzman’s) basis of Uim,+Z and of
its connection with the basis consisting of the monomials in the hˆk’s, basis which
arises naturally from the description of Uim,+Z as Z
(sym)[hr|r > 0] = Z[hˆk|k > 0].
First of all let us fix some notations and recall Garland’s description of Uim,+Z .
Definition B.1. With the notations of example 1.12 and proposition 1.18 let us
define the following elements and subsets in Q[hr|r > 0]:
i) bk =
∏
m>0 λm(hˆkm) where k : Z+ → N is finitely supported;
ii) Bλ = {bk|k : Z+ → N is finitely supported} ; (B.2) {GarlandBase}
iii) Zλ[hr|r > 0] =
∑
k
Zbk is the Z-submodule of Q[hr|r > 0] generated by Bλ.
Then, with our notation, Garland’s description of Uim,+Z can be stated as follows:
Theorem B.3. Uim,+Z is a free Z-module with basis Bλ.
Equivalently:
i) Uim,+Z = Zλ[hr|r > 0];
ii) Bλ is linearly independent.
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Remark B.4. Once proved that Uim,+Z is the Z-subalgebra of U generated by
{λm(hˆk)|m > 0, k ≥ 0} (hence by Bλ or equivalently by Zλ[hr|r > 0]), proceeding
in two different directions leads to the two descriptions of Uim,+Z that we want to
compare:
⋆) Zλ[hr|r > 0] is a Z-subalgebra of Q[hr|r > 0] (that is Zλ[hr|r > 0] is closed
under multiplication): this implies that
U
im,+
Z = Zλ[hr|r > 0];
it also implies that Z[hˆk|k > 0] ⊆ Zλ[hr|r > 0];
⋆⋆) Z[hˆk|k > 0] is λm-stable for all m > 0 (see proposition 1.18): this implies that
U
im,+
Z = Z[hˆk|k > 0];
it also implies that Zλ[hr|r > 0] ⊆ Z[hˆk|k > 0].
Hence ⋆) and ⋆⋆) imply that Uim,+Z = Zλ[hr|r > 0] = Z[hˆk|k > 0].
⋆) has been proved in [G] by induction on a suitably defined degree. The first step
of the induction is the second assertion of [G]-lemma 5.11(b), proved in [G]-section
9: for all k, l ∈ N hˆkhˆl −
(
k+l
k
)
hˆk+l is a linear combination with integral coefficients
of elements of Bλ of degree lower than the degree of hˆk+l.
In the proof the author uses that Bλ is a Q-basis of Q[hr|r > 0] and concentrates
on the integrality of the coefficients: he studies the action of h on sˆl3
⊗N
where h is
the commutative Lie-algebra with basis {hr|r > 0} and N ∈ N is large enough (N
is the maximum among the degrees of the elements of Bλ appearing in hˆkhˆl with
non-integral coefficient, assuming that such an element exists): h is a subalgebra of
sˆl2 and there is an embedding of sˆl2 in sˆl3 for every vertex of the Dynkin diagram
of sl3, so that fixing a vertex of the Dynkin diagram of sl3 induces an embedding
h ⊆ sˆl2 →֒ sˆl3, hence an action of h on sˆl3. But the integral form of sˆl3 defined as
the Z-span of a Chevalley basis is UZ(sˆl3)-stable; since the stability under UZ(sˆl3)
is preserved by tensor products ([G]-section 6), the author can finally deduce the
desired integrality property of hˆkhˆl from the study of the h-action on sˆl3
⊗N
.
Garland’s argument has been sometimes misunderstood: it is the case for instance
of [JM] where the authors affirm (in lemma 1.5) that [G]-lemma 5.11(b) implies
that Uim,+Z = Z[hˆk|k > 0], while, as discussed above, it just implies the inclusion
Z[hˆk|k > 0] ⊆ Uim,+Z = Zλ[hr|r > 0].
On the other hand Garland’s argument strongly involves many results of the (inte-
gral) representation theory of the Kac-Moody algebras, while ⋆) is a property of the
algebra Q[hr|r > 0] and of its integral forms that can be stated in a way completely
independent of the Kac-Moody algebra setting:
Z(sym)[hr|r > 0] ⊆ Zλ[hr|r > 0].
The above considerations motivate the present appendix, whose aim is to propose
a self-contained proof of ⋆), independent of the Kac-Moody algebra context: on
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one hand we think that a direct proof can help evidentiating the essential structure
of the integral form of Q[hr|r > 0] arising from our study; on the other hand the
idea of isolating the single pieces and glueing them together after studying them
separately is much in the spirit of this work, so that it is natural for us to explain
also Garland’s basis of Uim,+Z through this approach; and finally we hope that
presenting a different proof can also help to clarify the steps which appear more
difficult in Garland’s proof.
In the following we go back to the description of Z[hˆk|k > 0] as the algebra of the
symmetric functions and we show that Bλ is a basis of Z[hˆk|k > 0] by comparing
it with a well known Z-basis of this algebra.
Remark B.5. Recall that Z[hˆk|k > 0] is the algebra of the symmetric functions
and that ∀n ∈ N the projection πn : Z[hˆk|k > 0] → Z[x1, ..., xn]Sn induces an
isomorphism Z[hˆ1, ..., hˆn] ∼= Z[x1, ..., xn]Sn through which hˆk corresponds to the
kth elementary symmetric polynomial e
[n]
k , while πn(hˆk) = 0 if k > n and hr
corresponds to the sum of the rth-powers
∑n
i=1 x
r
i ∀r > 0 (see example 1.12).
Then it is well known and obvious that:
i) ∀k : Z+ → N finitely supported ∃!(σx)k ∈ Z[hˆk|k > 0] such that
πn((σx)k) =
∑
a1,...,an
#{i|ai=m}=km ∀m>0
n∏
i=1
xaii ∈ Z[x1, ..., xn]Sn ∀n ∈ N;
ii) {(σx)k|k : Z+ → N finitely supported} is a Z-basis of Z[hˆk|k > 0].
(It is the basis that in [M] is denoted by {mλ|λ = (λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ ... ≥ 0)}: mλ = (σx)k
where ∀m > 0 km = #{i|λi = m}).
Notation B.6. As in remark B.5, for all k : Z+ → N finitely supported let us
denote by (σx)k the limit of the elements
∑
a1,...,an
#{i|ai=m}=km ∀m>0
n∏
i=1
xaii (n ∈ N).
By abuse of notation, when n ≥∑m>0 km we shall write
(σx)k =
∑
a1,...,an
#{i|ai=m}=km ∀m>0
n∏
i=1
xaii ,
which is justified because, under the hypothesis that n ≥∑m>0 km, k is determined
by the set {(a1, ..., an)|#{i = 1, ..., n|ai = m} = km ∀m > 0}.
Definition B.7. ∀n ∈ N define B(n)λ , B(n)x , Z(n)λ , Z(n)x ⊆ Q[hr|r > 0] = Q[hˆk|k > 0]
as follows:
B
(n)
λ =
{
bk =
∏
m>0
λm(hˆkm) ∈ Bλ|
∑
m>0
km ≤ n
}
,
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B(n)x =
{
(σx)k|
∑
m>0
km ≤ n
}
,
Z
(n)
λ is the Z-module generated by B
(n)
λ , Z
(n)
x is the Z-module generated by B
(n)
x .
Remark B.8. By the very definition of B
(n)
x we have that:
i) B
(n)
x is a basis of Z
(n)
x ⊆ Z[hˆk|k > 0] =
∑
n′∈N Z
(n′)
x , see remark B.5, ii);
ii) h ∈ Z(n)x means that for all N ≥ n each monomial in the xi’s appearing in
πN (h) with nonzero coefficient involves no more that n indeterminates xi; hence in
particular
h ∈ Z(n)x , h′ ∈ Z(n
′)
x ⇒ hh′ ∈ Z(n+n
′)
x .
Lemma B.9. Let n, n′, n′′ ∈ N and k′,k′′ : Z+ → N be such that n′ + n′′ = n,∑
m>0 k
′
m = n
′,
∑
m>0 k
′′
m = n
′′. Then:
i) (σx)k′ · (σx)k′′ ∈ Z(σx)k′+k′′ ⊕ Z(n−1)x ;
ii) if k′mk
′′
m = 0 ∀m > 0 then (σx)k′(σx)k′′ − (σx)k′+k′′ ∈ Z(n−1)x .
Proof. That (σx)k′ · (σx)k′′ lies in Z(n)x follows from remark B.8,ii), so we just need
to:
i) prove that if
∏n
i=1 x
ai
i with ai 6= 0 ∀i = 1, ..., n is the product of two monomials
M ′ andM ′′ appearing with nonzero coefficient respectively in (σx)k′ and in (σx)k′′
then #{i|ai = m} = k′m + k′′m for all m > 0;
ii) compute the coefficient of (σx)k′+k′′ in the expression of (σx)k′ · (σx)k′′ as a
linear combination of the (σx)k’s when ∀m > 0 k′m and k′′m are not simultaneously
non zero, and find that it is 1.
i) is obvious because the condition ai 6= 0 ∀i = 1, ..., n implies that the indetermi-
nates involved in M ′ and those involved in M ′′ are disjoint sets.
For ii) it is enough to show that, under the further condition on k′m and k
′′
m,
the monomial
∏n
i=1 x
ai
i chosen in i) uniquely determines M
′ and M ′′ such that∏n
i=1 x
ai
i = M
′M ′′: indeed
M ′ =
∏
i:k′ai
6=0
xaii and M
′′ =
∏
i:k′′ai
6=0
xaii .
Lemma B.10. Let k : Z+ → N, n ∈ N be such that
∑
m>0 km = n. Then:
i) if ∃m > 0 such that km′ = 0 for all m′ 6= m (equivalently km = n) we have
(σx)k = λm(hˆn) = bk ∈ Z(n)x ∩ Z(n)λ ;
ii) in general bk − (σx)k ∈ Z(n−1)x .
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Proof. i) ∀N ≥ n we have
(σx)k =
∑
1≤i1<...<in≤N
xmi1 · ... · xmin = λm

 ∑
1≤i1<...<in≤N
xi1 · ... · xin

 = λm(e[N ]n )
so that (σx)k = λm(hˆn).
ii) bk =
∏
m>0 λm(hˆkm) =
∏
m>0(σx)k[m] where k
[m]
m′ = δm,m′km ∀m,m′ > 0;
thanks to lemma B.9,ii) we have that
∏
m>0(σx)k[m] − (σx)∑m k[m] ∈ Z
(n−1)
x ; but∑
m>0 k
[m] = k and the claim follows.
Theorem B.11. Bλ is a Z-basis of Z[hˆk|k > 0] (thus Z[hˆk|k > 0] = Zλ[hr|r > 0]).
Proof. We prove by induction on n that B
(n)
λ is a Z-basis of Z
(n)
x = Z
(n)
λ ∀n ∈ N,
the case n = 0 being obvious.
Let n > 0: by the inductive hypothesis B
(n−1)
λ and B
(n−1)
x are both Z-bases of
Z
(n−1)
x = Z
(n−1)
λ ; by definition B
(n)
x \ B(n−1)x represents a Z-basis of Z(n)x /Z(n−1)x
while B
(n)
λ \B(n−1)λ represents a set of generators of the Z-module Z(n)λ /Z(n−1)λ .
Now lemma B.10,ii) implies that if
∑
m>0 km = n then bk and (σx)k represent the
same element in Q[hˆk|k > 0]/Z(n−1)x = Q[hˆk|k > 0]/Z(n−1)λ .
Hence B
(n)
λ \B(n−1)λ represents a Z-basis of Z(n)x /Z(n−1)x = Z(n)x /Z(n−1)λ , that is B(n)λ
is a Z-basis of Z
(n)
x ; but B
(n)
λ generates Z
(n)
λ and the claim follows.
§C Comparison with the Mitzman integral form
In the present appendix we compare the integral form U˜Z =
∗
UZ(sˆl3
χ
) of U˜ described
in section 5 with the integral form UZ(sˆl3
χ
) of the same algebra U˜ introduced
and studied by Mitzman in [Mi], that we denote here by U˜Z,M and that is easily
defined as the Z-subalgebra of U˜ generated by the divided powers of the Kac-Moody
generators ei, fi (i = 0, 1): see also remark C.11.
More precisely:
Definiton C.1. U˜ is the enveloping algebra of the Kac-Moody algebra whose
generalized Cartan matrix is A
(2)
2 = (ai,j)i,j∈{0,1} =
(
2 −1
−4 2
)
(see [K]): it has
generators {ei, fi, hi|i = 0, 1} and relations
[hi, hj ] = 0, [hi, ej] = ai,jej , [hi, fj ] = −ai,jfj , [ei, fj] = δi,jhi (i, j ∈ {0, 1})
(adei)
1−ai,j (ej) = 0 = (adfi)
1−ai,j (fj) (i 6= j ∈ {0, 1}).
Definiton C.2. The Mitzman integral form U˜Z,M of U˜ is the Z-subalgebra of U˜
generated by {e(k)i , f (k)i |i = 0, 1, k ∈ N}.
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Remark C.3. The Kac-Moody presentation of U˜ (definition C.1) and its presen-
tation given in definition 5.1 are identified through the following isomorphism:
e1 7→ x+0 , f1 7→ x−0 , h1 7→ h0, e0 7→
1
4
X−1 , f0 7→
1
4
X+−1, h0 7→
1
4
c− 1
2
h0.
Notation C.4. In order to avoid in the following any confusion and heavy nota-
tions, we set:
y±2r+1 =
1
4
X±2r+1, hr =
1
2
hr, c˜ =
1
4
c
where the X±2r+1’s, the hr’s and c are those introduced in definition 5.1 (thus
e0 = y
−
1 , f0 = y
+
−1, while the Kac-Moody h0 and h1 appearing in definition C.1 are
respectively c˜− h0 and 2h0; moreover U˜Z,M is the Z-subalgebra of U˜ generated by
{(x±0 )(k), (y±∓1)(k)|k ∈ N}).
Remark C.5. U˜Z,M is Ω-stable, exp(±adei)-stable and exp(±adfi)-stable. In
particular U˜Z,M is stable under the action of
τ0 = exp(ade0) exp(−adf0) exp(ade0) = exp(ady−1 ) exp(−ady+−1) exp(ady−1 )
and
τ1 = exp(ade1) exp(−adf1) exp(ade1) = exp(adx+0 ) exp(−adx−0 ) exp(adx+0 )
(cfr. [H]).
Proof. The claim for Ω follows at once from the definitions; the remaining claim are
an immediate consequence of the identity (ada)(n)(b) =
∑
r+s=n(−1)sa(r)ba(s).
Remark C.6. Recalling the embedding F : Uˆ → U˜ defined in remark 5.25,
theorem 4.29 implies that the Z-subalgebra of U˜ generated by the divided pow-
ers of the y±2r+1’s is the tensor product of the Z-subalgebras Z
(div)[y±2r+1|r ∈ Z],
Z(sym)[h±r|r > 0], Z(bin)[h0 − c˜, 2c˜].
Mitzman completely described the integral form generated by the divided powers
of the Kac-Moody generators in all the twisted cases; in case A
(2)
2 his result can be
stated as follows, using our notations (see examples 1.6, 1.11 and 1.12, definition
B.1 and notation C.4):
Theorem C.7. U˜Z,M ∼= U˜−Z,M ⊗Z U˜0Z,M ⊗Z U˜+Z,M where
U˜
±
Z,M
∼= Z(div)[x±2r|r ∈ Z]⊗Z Z(div)[y±2r+1|r ∈ Z]⊗Z Z(div)[x±2r+1|r ∈ Z] ∼=
∼= Z(div)[x±2r+1|r ∈ Z]⊗Z Z(div)[y±2r+1|r ∈ Z]⊗Z Z(div)[x±2r|r ∈ Z],
U˜
0
Z,M
∼= Zλ[h−r|r > 0]⊗Z Z(bin)[2h0, c˜− h0]⊗Z Zλ[hr|r > 0].
The isomorphisms are all induced by the product in U˜.
Remark that Z(bin)[2h0, c˜ − h0] = Z(bin)[h0 − c˜, 2c˜] (see example 1.11) and
Zλ[hr|r > 0] = Z(sym)[hr|r > 0] (see theorem B.11).
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Remark C.8. As in the case of sˆl2 (see remark 4.12) we can evidentiate the relation
between the elements hˆk’s with k > 0 and the elements pn,1’s (n > 0) defined in
[F] following Garland’s Λk’s.
Setting ∑
n≥0
pnu
n = P (u) = hˆ(−u)−1
we have on one hand Z[hˆk|k > 0] = Z[pn|n > 0] and on the other hand
p0 = 1, pn =
1
n
n∑
r=1
hrpn−r ∀n > 0,
hence pn = pn,1 ∀n ≥ 0 (see [F]) and Z[hˆk|k > 0] = Z[pn,1|n > 0].
Corollary C.9. U˜Z ( U˜Z,M .
More precisely:
Z(div)[X±2r+1|r ∈ Z] ( Z(div)[y±2r+1|r ∈ Z],
so that U˜+Z ( U˜
+
Z,M and U˜
−
Z ( U˜
−
Z,M ;
Z(bin)[h0, c] = Z
(bin)[2h0, 4c˜] ( Z
(bin)[2h0, c˜− h0]
and (see definition 5.11)
Z(sym)[εrhr|r > 0] ( Z(sym)[hr|r > 0]
(and similarly for the negative part of U˜0Z,M ), so that U˜
0
Z ( U˜
0
Z,M .
Proof. For Z(div) and Z(bin) the claim is obvious. For Z(sym) the inequality follows
at once from the fact that h1 =
h1
2 does not belong to Z
(sym)[εrhr|r > 0] while
the inclusion follows from propositions 1.22 and 1.23 remarking that for all r > 0
εrhr = 2εrhr.
Then the assertion for U˜Z and U˜Z,M follows from theorems 5.42 and C.7.
Remark C.10. Theorem C.7 can be deduced from the commutation formulas
discussed in this paper and collected in appendix A, thanks to the triangular de-
compositions (see remark 5.2) and to the following observations:
i) U˜0Z,M is a Z-subalgebra of U˜:
indeed, since the map hr 7→ hr, c 7→ c˜ defines an automorphism of U˜0, proposition
5.19 implies that
hˆ+(u)hˆ−(v) = hˆ−(v)(1 − uv)−4c˜(1 + uv)2c˜hˆ+(u).
ii) U˜+Z,M and U˜
−
Z,M are Z-subalgebras of U˜:
indeed the [(x+2r)
(k), (x+2s+1)
(l)]’s (the only non trivial commutators in U˜+Z,M ) lie in
U˜
+
Z ⊆ U˜+Z,M ; on the other hand U˜−Z,M = Ω(U˜+Z,M ).
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iii) exp
(∑
r>0 arx
+
r
) ∈ U˜+Z,M if ar ∈ Z for all r > 0:
see lemma 2.3,viii), formula (1.8) and the relation [x+2r , x
+
2s+1] = −4y+2r+2s+1.
iv) U˜0Z,M U˜
+
Z,M and U˜
−
Z,M U˜
0
Z,M are Z-subalgebras of U˜:
that (y+2r+1)
(k)
U˜
0
Z,M ⊆ U˜0Z,MU˜+Z,M follows from remark C.6; moreover by proposi-
tions 2.4 and 2.14 we get
(x+r )
(k)
(
h0 − c˜
l
)
=
(
h0 − c˜− k
l
)
(x+r )
(l),
(x+r )
(k)
hˆ+(u) = hˆ+(u)
(
1− uT−1
(1 + uT−1)2
x+r
)(k)
,
λ−1(x
+
r ) = x
+
−r, λ−1(hˆ+(u)) = hˆ−(u).
On the other hand U˜−Z,M U˜
0
Z,M = Ω(U˜
0
Z,M U˜
+
Z,M ).
v) U˜−Z,M U˜
0
Z,MU˜
+
Z,M is a Z-subalgebra of U˜:
(x+r )
(k)(x−s )
(l) ∈ U˜Z = U˜−Z U˜0ZU˜+Z ⊆ U˜−Z,M U˜0Z,MU˜+Z,M
(see theorem 5.42 and corollary C.9),
(y+2r+1)
(k)(y−2s+1)
(l) ∈ U˜−Z,M U˜0Z,MU˜+Z,M
(see remark C.6), and
exp(x+0 u) exp(y
−
1 v) =
= exp(α−) exp(β−) exp(γ−)hˆ+(u
2v) exp(γ+) exp(β+) exp(α+)
where
α− =
uv
1− w2u4v2 .x
−
1 , α+ =
u
1− w2u4v2 .x
+
0 ,
β− =
(1 + 3 · wu4v2)v
(1 + wu4v2)2
.y−1 , β+ =
(1− wu4v2)u4v
(1 + wu4v2)2
.y+1 ,
γ− =
−w2u3v2
1− w2u4v2 .x
−
0 , γ+ =
−u3v
1− w2u4v2 .x
+
1
(see proposition 5.33 recalling definition 5.9 and remark 5.13), so that (x+0 )
(k)(y−1 )
(l)
lies in U˜−Z,MU˜
0
Z,M U˜
+
Z,M for all k, l ≥ 0; from this it follows that (x+r )(k)(y−2s+1)(l)
and (y+2s+1)
(l)(x−r )
(k) lie in U˜−Z,M U˜
0
Z,MU˜
+
Z,M for all r, s ∈ Z, k, l ≥ 0 because
U˜
−
Z,M U˜
0
Z,MU˜
+
Z,M is stable under T
±1, λm (m ∈ Z odd) and Ω, and
x+r = T
−rλ2r+2s+1(x
+
0 ), y
−
2s+1 = (−1)rT−rλ2r+2s+1(y−1 ),
y+2s+1 = Ω(y
−
−2s−1), x
−
r = Ω(x
+
−r);
vi) U˜Z,M ⊆ U˜−Z,M U˜0Z,M U˜+Z,M :
it follows from v) since (x±0 )
(k) ∈ Z(div)[x±2r |r∈Z] and (y±∓1)(k) ∈ Z(div)[y±2r+1|r∈Z].
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vii) U˜±Z,M ⊆ U˜Z,M :
this follows from remark C.5, observing that
τ0(x
+
r ) = (−1)r−1x−r+1, τ1(x−r ) = x+r , τ1(y−2r+1) = y+2r+1, τ0(y+2r+1) = −y−2r+3.
viii) U˜0Z,M ⊆ U˜Z,M :
it follows from vii), v) and the stability under Ω.
ix) U˜−Z,M U˜
0
Z,MU˜
+
Z,M ⊆ U˜Z,M :
this is just vii) and viii) together.
Then U˜Z,M = U˜
−
Z,MU˜
0
Z,M U˜
+
Z,M , which is the claim.
Remark C.11. As one can see from remark C.10,vii),
{x±r , y±2r+1, hs, 2h0, c˜− h0|r, s ∈ Z, s 6= 0}
is, up to signs, a Chevalley basis of sˆl3
χ
(see [Mi]).
It is actually through these basis elements that Mitzman introduces, following [G],
the integral form of U˜, as the Z-subalgebra of U˜ generated by
{(x±r )(k), (y±2r+1)(k)|r ∈ Z, k ∈ N};
but this Z-subalgebra is precisely the algebra U˜Z,M introduced in definition C.2:
indeed it turns out to be generated over Z just by {e(k)i , f (k)i |i = 0, 1, k ≥ 0}, that
is by {(x±0 )(k), (y±∓1)(k)|k ≥ 0}, thanks to remarks C.5 and C.10,vii).
§D List of Symbols
Lie Algebras and Commutative Algebras:
S(div) Example 1.6
S(bin) Example 1.11
S(sym) Example 1.12
sl2 Definition 3.1
sˆl2 Definition 4.2
sˆl3
χ
Definition 5.1
Enveloping Algebras:
U
re,±
Z , U
im,±
Z , U
h
Z,
∗
UZ,
∗
U
imm,±
Z Section 0
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U, UZ Definiton 3.1
U
+, U−, U0 Theorem 3.2
Uˆ, Uˆ+, Uˆ−, Uˆ0, Uˆ0,±, Uˆ0,0 Definition 4.2
UˆZ, Uˆ
±
Z , Uˆ
0,±
Z , Uˆ
0,0
Z Definition 4.8
U˜, U˜±, U˜0, U˜±,0, U˜±,1, U˜±,c, U˜0,±, U˜0,0 Definition 5.1
U˜Z, U˜
±
Z , U˜
0
Z, U˜
±,0
Z , U˜
±,1
Z , U˜
±,c
Z U˜
0,±
Z , U˜
0,0
Z Definition 5.11
U˜Z,M Definiton C.2
U˜
−
Z,M , U˜
0
Z,M , U˜
+
Z,M Theorem C.7
Bases:
Bre,±, Bim,±, Bh Section 0
B±, B0,±, B0,0 Theorem 4.29
B±,0, B±,1, B±,c Theorem 5.42
Bλ B
[n]
λ Bx B
[n]
x Definitions B.1 and B.7
Elements and their generating series:
Λr(ξ(k)) Section 0
a(k), exp(au) Notation 1.4
(
a
k
)
, (1 + u)a Notation 1.9
pˆ(u), pˆr Example 1.12
hˆ
{a}
r , hˆ
{a}
+ (u) Notation 1.20
x±r , hr, c Definition 4.2 and Definition 5.1
X±2r+1 Definition 5.1
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x±(u), h±(u), hˆ±(u), hˆr Notation 4.9
h˜±(u), h˜±r Definition 5.11
ei, fi, hi Remark C.1
y±2r+1, hr, c˜ Notation C.4
h±(u) Remark C.10
Anti/auto/homomorphisms:
λm, λ
[n]
m Proposition 1.18
ev Equation 4.1
σ, Ω, T, λm Definition 4.4 and Definition 5.3
λ˜m Lemma 5.15
Other symbols:
1, 1(m), 1r, 1
(m)
r Notation 1.20
La, Ra Notation 2.2
εr Definition 5.11
L, L±, L0, L±,0, L±,1, L±,c Definition 5.7
w. Definition 5.9
d, d˜, dn, d˜n Notation 5.36
δn Remark 5.37
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